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May 31,1994

Mr. Dennis Crutchfield
Associate Director for
Advanced Reactors and License Renewal

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Crutchfield:

By letters dated March 24,1994, the NRC staff provided two of the applicants for
design certification (General Electric (GE) and ABB-Combustion Engineering (CE)) with
review guidance for Certified Design Material (CDM), including inspections, tests,
analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC). These letters requested comments on the
draft guidance. We would like to express our appreciation for the opportunity to provide
comments on the draft guidance. We believe that such guidance will in the future help
design certification applicants prepare their CDM, help facilitate the NRC staff's review
of the CDM, and help minimize potential disputes regarding the appropriate contents of
the CDM. The staffinitiative in preparing this guidance is commendable.

In addition, the NRC staff has also received GE's memorandum documenting
CDM form, scope and content understandings established during interactions on the
ABWR.

On behalf of the industry (including all three design certification applicants: GE,
ABB-CE, and Westinghouse), the enclosed comments are provided for NRC staff
consideration.1

In general, the draft guidance is consistent with the approach taken during
preparation of the CDMs for the evolutionary plants. As a result, almost all of our
comments are in the nature of clarifications, rather than disagreements with the staffs
approach. Our comments are summarized in Enclosure 1. Marked-up pages containing
suggested clarifications to the staff's draft guidance on the ABWR and System 80+ are
provided in Enclosures 2 and 3, respectively.

1 Note that Appendix D, on instrumentation and control systems, and Appendix 11, on CDM examples, were not

inchide{igt{igigh 24 material provided for industry review.
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Mr. Dennis Crutchfield
May 31,1994
Page 2

We trust this information is helpful to NRC staff finalization of this useful ;

guidance document. We would welcome the opportunity to review a subsequent draft of
the document, including any general introductory material and appendices. |

Please contact me should you have any questions or if we can be of further
assistance to your efforts.

Sincerely,

[ (-)
/MW .

ay iond N. N
h nager, Technical Division

RNN/RJB/ljw
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Enclosure 1

COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT CDM GUIDANCE

The attached mark-up provides, for NRC stalTeonsideration, specific wording
changes consistent with the comments in this enclosure.

Comment

Na Comment

1 As a general comment, we recommend that the CDM review guidance
include an up-front explanation describing its purpose. In particular, the
guidance should state that it does not pre-empt, and is not intended to pre-
empt, the rule itself, SECYs and SRMs issued by staff and Commission, the
FDA, the FSER, or the multitude of technical agreements achieved and
documented between staff and design certification applicants. The purpose
of the guidance is to retrospectively document the process that was
generally applicable to formulation of Tier 1 for a particular design, but not
to impose independent requirements on a design certification applicant.
The guidance should state that there may be other acceptable alternatives to
suggestions recommended in the guidance, and that issuance of an FDA
constitutes the NRC's determination that the applicant has satisfied the
guidance, even where deviations occur. Finally, the guidance should note
that, where deviations occur between it and other regulatory documents,
those other documents should be presumed to govern.

2 At several places (e.g., pp.1,2, 7, B-1, B-3, B-18), the draft guidance refers
to'significant or key features or functions. These statements should be
clarified to refer to significant or key safety features or functions, since
there are many features or functions that may have significance for
economic or other reasons unrelated to safety.

3 The discussion of the change process on pages 2 and 4 of the draft guidance
does not precisely track the language of 10 CFR 52.63 and the
Commission's Staff Requirements Memoranda. These statements should be i

modified accordingly.

I
4 At several places (pp. 2,3), the draft guidance refers to the change process i

for the standard safety analysis report (SSAR). These statements should ;

refer to the change process for Tier 2, since it will be the DCD, not the |
SSAR, that will be the focus of possible future changes.

|
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5 At several places (pp. 2-3, B-13), the draft guidance refers to treatment of
Tier 2* issues (i.e., pre-designated unreviewed safety questions). We note
that the manner in which Tier 2* is implemented and the specific Tier 2
information to be so designated have not been precisely determined at this
time. For instance, it has not been determined that Tier 2* areas will be
labeled "unreviewed safety questions." The implementation of Tier 2* is
being focused on as part of preparation of evolutionary plant DCDs. The
noted sections of the draft CDM guidance may warrant revision depending
on the results of these activities.

6 At several places (pp. 3-4), the draft guidance states that the purpose of
ITAAC is to verify that the as-built facility conforms with the approved
design and applicable regulations. These statements should be modified to
conform with the language in 10 CFR 52.47(a); i.e., the purpose of design
certification ITAAC is to verify that the as-built facility conforms with the
certified design.

7 The last paragraph of page 5 of the draft guidance addresses the design
acceptance criteria (DAC) for the control room and instrumentation and
controls (I&C). Additionally, this paragraph states that failure to satisfy the
DAC acceptance criteria for one phase will require a repeat of that phase.
This statement should be modified to indicate that a repeat may be required
(there may be corrective actions that would obviate the need for a complete
repeat of that phase of the DAC).

8 The description of Tier 2 on page 6 should modified to be consistent with
the description of Tier 2 on page 1 of the draft guidance.

9 The first paragraph on page 6 of the draft guidance states that all
information necessary for the staff's safety finding must be in the SSAR, not
just on the docket. This statement goes beyond what is required under Part
52 and should be deleted. For example,10 CFR 52.47 states that the design
certification application shall include a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA);
it does not require that the PRA be part of tbc SSAR.

10 The first paragraph of page 7 of the draft guidance states that non-safety-
related features are typically only described in the Design Descriptions with
no corresponding ITAAC. However, to the extent that non-safety-related
features perform safety-significant functions, GE and ABB-CE have
provided ITAAC for such features.

<
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I1 The discussion of alarms on pages B-3 and C-5 should be modified to be
consistent with the discussion of alanns at other places of the draft guidance
(e.g., page B-12).

12 Page B-3 of the draft guidance states that Tier 1 should identify the
electrical power source for equipment. This statement should be modified
to indicate that such identification is only needed for Class IE sources, not
for non-safety-related sources.

13 At several places (pp. B-4, B-7, C-4), the draft guidance lists information in
the Design Descriptions that need not have a separate ITAAC. This list
should include safety and seismic classifications.

14 The last paragraph of page B-5 of the draft guidance states that the Tier I
figures should include the valves shown on the SSAR P&lD, with certain
exceptions. This statement may inadvertently result in the inclusion of
valves in Tier 1 that have no safety-significant function. This paragraph
should be modified to indicate that the Tier 1 figures should include the
valves with a significant safety function, and that certain types of valves
generally do not fall into that category.

15 At several places (pp. B-6, B-15, B-19), the draft guidance states that
certain fail-safe positions should be shown on Tier 1 figures. As a general
rule, Tier 1 figures for the Advanced Boiling Water Reactors (ABWR) do
not show any valve positions. The statements in the draft guidance should
be modified to indicate that the appropriate fail-safe positions will be
discussed in either the text or figures.

16 At several places (pp. B-8, F-3), the draft guidance states that the basic
configuration ITAAC applicable to welding " includes" ASME pressure
boundary welds. This welding ITAAC pertains only to ASME pressure
boundary welds, and the draft guidance should be modified accordingly.

17 Page B-11 of the draft guidance states that the motor operated valve (MOV)
ITAAC includes the MOVs shown on the figures. This statement should be
modified, because there may be some MOVs shown on the figures that do
not perform an active safety function and therefore are not within the scope
of the MOV ITAAC.

t
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18 At several places (pp. B-11, F-3), the dran guidance states or implies that i

all piping systems will have an ASME hydrostatic ITAAC test. These ]
statements should be modified to indicate that only ASME piping systems i

'

will have an ASME hydrostatic ITAAC test.

19 Page B-14 of the draft guidance states that the proper operation of valves
and pumps in general will be verifed by ITAAC for system functional tests. |

The systems functional tests will verify the proper operation of the system
as a whole, not necessarily every valve and pump in the system. The draft
guidance should be modified accordingly. ,

1

20 Page B-14 of the dran guidance states that roadmaps contain a cross-
reference between transient and accident analyses parameters and ITAAC.
Per NRC agreement, the roadmaps in the SSAR need not contain such a
reference, and the draft guidance should be modified accordingly.

21 Page C-3 states that the Greybeard comments should be considered for Tier
1 treatment, but notes that the staff does not agree with all of their
comments. This statement does not provide useful guidance and should be
deleted. To the extent that the Greybeard comments were accepted and are
significant, the draft guidance already reflects their comments.

!

22 Page F-3 of the draft guidance states that the ASME hydrostatic ITAAC test
will verify welding and bolting. This statement should be modified to use
the language of the ITAAC; i.e., the purpose of this test is to verify pressure
integrity.

23 Page F-4 of the draft guidance states that the welding ITAAC may involve a
records review. This statement should be deleted because the welding

ITAAC requires an inspection, incluaing NDE, for welds.

24 There are several matters that are not appropriate topics for inclusion in the
certified design, including programmatic provisions for maintenance and
operations, design and construction processes (except as provided in 1he
basic configuration ITAAC and DAC), and portable equipment and
consumables. The draft guidance should be expanded to explain that these
matters need not be addressed in Tier 1. The following language is

~

suggestcd for inclusion as Item 15 on p. B-4 or perhaps in the front section
of the guidance:
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Several matters are not appropriate topics for inclusion in the
certified design. These matters include the following:

Programmatic provisions - The Design Descriptions
should focus on the physical characteristics of the
facility. The Design Descriptions should not contain
programmatic requirements related to operating
conditions or to operations, maintenance, or other
programs because these matters are controlled by other
means such as the Technical Specifications.

Design and construction processes - The Design
Descriptions for systems should discuss the

configuration and performance characteristics that the
systems and components should have aller
construction is completed. In general, the Design
Descriptions should not discuss the processes that will
be used for designing and constructing a plant because
the safety-function of a system or component is
dependent upon its final as-built condition and not the
processes used to achieve that condition. Exceptions
to this general guidance include welding, seismic
qualification, and environmental qualification (which
are the subject of the basic configuration ITAAC), and
the generic ITAAC for piping.

Portable equipment and consumables - In general, the
Design Descriptions should address fixed design
features expected to be in place for the lifetime of the
facility, and not portable equipment and replaceable
items that are controlled through operational related
programs.

25 The standard ITAAC entries at Appendix G differ in some aspects from the
standard ITAAC entries agreed to between ABB-CE and staff for System
80+ and actually used by ABB-CE in the Tier I production process. Note
that GE's standard entries and ABB-CE's standard entries also differ
somewhat. We suggest that staff attach to each guidance the standard
entries actually used for each design.

t
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26 Consideration should be given to providing a general description of Design
Acceptance Criteria (DAC) and the potential differences between Tier 1 for
a DAC and Tier 1 for other systems. The additional elaboration may fit
prior to the last paragraph on p. 2 of the guidance.

27 In at least two places (p. 5, Column 2 discussion,5th sentence) and p. B-16
(Item 4), the guidance indicates that where methods ofITAAC
demonstration are described in the SSAR, reference should be provided in
the SSAR to the associated ITAAC. By agreement between the NRC staff
and industry, references to CDM, including ITAAC, are not required in the
SSAR. Thus, the draft guidance should be modified accordingly.

)
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Enclosure 21 .

Q.rE COMMENTS
~

-

CERTIFIED DESIGN MATERIAL /ITAAC
REVIEW GUIDANCE.

REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

Primary - All Branches.

I. AREAS OF REVIEW
.

The rule that certifies a standard reactor design will reference a Design
Control Document (DCD). The DCD will set forth the design-related information
that a referencing applicant must conform with. The DCD. includes the Tier 1
information that is certified by the rule and the Tier 2 information that is
approved by the rule. The Tier 1 information will consist of the design
descriptions, ITAAC, site parameters, and interface requirements. The Tier 2
information consists of the SSAR with deletion of proprietary infomation,
conceptual designs, etc. The guidance on form and content of a DCD is under
preparation by PDST. The change process for Tier 1 and 2 is set forth in the'
certificationrulej des F *t" 7*
An application for Design Certification must provide inspections, tests,

ianalyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC). 7.f an applicant for a combined
license (COL) references a certifitd standard design, then the IT AC from theA
certified design must apply to those portion of the facility wnich are i

;

covered by the design certification. There/cre, when reviewing design Icertification ITAAC, it is important to remember that they will be used at the
COL stage. The explicit requirement for ITAAC, from 10 CFR 52.97(b) and as
revised by the Energy Policy Act of 1992, is set forth below:

The Comission shall identify within the combined license the inspec-
tions, tests, and analyses, including those applicable to emergency
planning, that the license shall perform, and the acceptance criteria
that, if met, are necessary and sufficient to provide reasonable
assurance that the facility has been constructed and will be operated
in conformity with the license, the provisions of the Atomic Energy
Act, and the Comission's rules and regulations.

$dth
The 1 el of detail in any particular ITAAC should be proportional to the
safe y significance of the systems, structures, and components (SSC) covered <

by that ITAAC. The Design Descriptions for an SSC should contain the signifi- (whcantufunctions and bases for that SSC. Further guidance on selection of the
design information that should be extracted from the application for design II4

certification and included in the Design Description and ITAAC is described
below.

The information and review guidance herein is consistent with the staff's
proposals to the Comission in SECY 92-287, " FORM AND CONTENT FOR A DESIGN
CERTIFICATION RULE.* This guidance is subject to change as a result of the

1 February 1993
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Comission's review. If necessary, this guidance will be revised and reissued '

following the Comission's decision on SECY 92-287. I

w dcM
Design Description g p .b #t vAC.1.

3

'The Design Descri tion (DD) sometimes called Tier 1 Cesign Description)
consists of narrative and sipplified schematic drawings which will be

\C# incorporated intc the Design Certification Rule for a particular stardard
design. The DD w 11 be incoyporated into the NRC's Part 52 Regulations

& and will be effec ive for the life of the Certified Design approval and
.Wb will be effective for the life of a facility which is licensed pursuant to l

a Certified Desig Changes to the DD following the design certificationg
X rulemaking requir a finding by the NRC that the change is needed to

assure adequate protection ,t the change
The change requires either an order or

another rulemaking to effec The net effect
very high threshold for chqnge by 44%eIthe NRC w oth: fs,to provide as once the rule
is issued. \g 3 Q g gg(c regido3 in effed af @ !

Y hM tb Orh & n .C# |The staff should ensure that sionificant feat es of the certified des 1 n9
5( application contained in the SSAR upon w ich the staff is relying to reach

its safety conclusion are captured in the DD. The specific features or .

comitments which are to be included in the DD are a matter of staff
judgment. Two important factors should be balanced in reaching a decision

,

'

to incorporate information into the DD: (1) the safety significance of
;

the design feature or comitment to the staff's safety decision, and (2)
|an evaluation of whether it is likely or not that the design feature or '

comitment will need to be changed in the future. If the staff concludes
that it is likely that the details of a particular design feature or
comitment will change then it is appropriate to limit the amount of
detail in the DD. For example, if curre31 techno, logy is changing and the
staff concludes it is inappropriate to7pecific 4 particular technology by /0rulemaking; then the level of detail in the-DIT,should be limited to
functional requirements and/or broad comitments. Additional detail as to
how the functional requirements and/or broad comitments will be met must
be specified in sufficient detail in the SSAR for the staff to reach its
safety decision. The detail in the SSAR would thus be similar to an NRC

%g*y Regulatory Guide in that the SSAR would describe an acceptable, but not
$gthe only acceptable method, of meeting the DD functional requirements f

(licenseemustusea10CFR50.59-likeprocesstodetermineifthechangeand/or broad comitments. However, in order to make changes to the SSAR a
i

;
impacts the DD or ITAAC or creates an unreviewed safety question. The i

use of Design Acceptance Criteria is another example where the preferred |
approach is to have functional requirements and/or broad comitments in
the DD and detailed information in the SSAR to specify an acceptable i

,

method for meeting the DD.G r A

( [ | may make changes toThe staff must also be ognizant of the fact that a licensee under Part 52
i

6 S material under a 10 CFR 50.59-like process -|
provided the change does not impact the DD or ITAAC or create an unre-
viewed safety question. Thus a licensee may make changes to material in I
the SSAR upon which the staff relied in approving an acceptable method for
meeting the DD. The staff proposed in SECY 92-287 that certain SSAR i

2 February 1993
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material not be allowed to be changed without prior NRC approval of the
change. This SSAR material would be identified in the staff's SER and' '

would require either an amendment to the Combined Operating License (COL) -

or would require the change to be identified in the COL application and
reviewed and approved by NRC as a part of the COL proceeding. The
following statement should be used in the staff's SER to identify material '
in the SSAR which the staff concludes may not be changed without prior NRC ~
approval:

j

g "any change to [this commitment) would involve an unreviewed
safety question and, therefore, requires NRC review and approval -

[ prior to implementation. Any requested change to [this commit- -

ment) shall either be specifically described in the COL applica-
tion or submitted for license amendment after COL issuance." ~

The commitment identified in the above statement needs to be specific to
the information in the SSAR upon which the staff has relied in the SER.
For example, the specific SSAR sections or text for which this conclusion
applies must be identified.

,

Defining in advance that material in the SSAR which if changed would '

constitute an unreviewed safety question should be used rarely. In i

discussions with the Commission, NUMARC and GE on the ABWR review, the -

staff has indicated that it believes that SSAR material which would likely
receive this special treatment would be limited to: Design Acceptance !
Criteria and fuel and control rod design details which are in Topical
Reports referenced in the SSAR. All cases where the staff includes the
above quoted statement in its SER are to be reviewed and approved by the *

cognizant ADT Division Director. The staff's basis for each case must be
specified in the SER and must provide the rationale for its decision that i
a change would constitute an unreviewed safety question. !

Wer 0
The staff has proposed in SECY 92-287 that all changes to JSAR material by '

( 6 ) a COL licensee be reported to the NRC and that the licensee's evaluation
include the basis for its determination that the change does not involve
an unreviewed safety question. NRC can take enforcement action if it

!detemines that a licensee change involved an unreviewed safety question
or was inconsistent with the DD or ITAAC. Whether or not the NRC identi-
fies (commitments) which if changed would in NRC's view constitute an -

unreviewed safety question, the COL applicant or licensee is responsible
to identify and review all changes and determine that each change before !

,

implementation does not constitute an unreviewed safety question. !
i

2. INSPECTIONS, TESTS, ANALYSES AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (ITAAC)

gk Th(CerhM &5v Cuhhcahe' |

lthe_pPnvadd[esigntdapplicele**aul:ti-tpurpose of ITAAC is to verify that the as-built facility conforms with ';

@ h istrates that ITAAC ,are met, then the Ticensee will be permitted to loadiIf the licensee demon-
;

fuel. Therefore, ITAAC must be necessary and sufficient to provide the
NRC with reasonable assurance that the facility should be authorized to

!load fuel. The Design Descriptions should be based upon this requirement i

for ITAAC. As a result, the ITAAC must verify the significant design

3 February 1993
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W features, from the Design Descriptions, end 05: ;;;;;1i::ble :;eir::=t:
'

gf-w re necessary end esffi;ient te estheri:: feel Inadino and subseouent-

;we= - A ep ;
The ITAAC that are developed at the design certificatio[ stage will become i
part of the certified design information. In order tofprovide stability |
to the licensing process, cer ified design information will be controlled :

k by a new change process. This process will-onl$f allow changes to the |n(e# ITAAC for the certified design that are approved through a rulemaking !process and meet the adequate protection standard As a result, the staffbg '

needstocarefulabouttheinformationincludedfthecertifiedDesign
Descriptions and ITAAC. The infomation that is included must be accurate
because it will be difficult to change and information that will need to

i

,

be changed must not be included, such as details f the nuclear fuel j
design. A lower change standard will apply to in ormation that is

!iapproved by the NRC but not certified. ye rtu v>o M y b *W !

w W h appl M vplahm dhcha af- De hN i

The scope of ITAAC at the design certification stage is limited to, and cf :
must be consistent with, the SSC that are in the certified design. The Cerb hn,- !
ITAAC for the site-specific design features will be developed at the COL '

stage. Also, ITAAC are limited to the design features and requirements
that must be verified prior to fuel loading. Things like power ascension

<

testing that are also described in the application will be covered by i

license conditions on the COL.
%r i Ors 9a Ducr,Phm

iince an applicant for design certification does not have to provide as- t
built, as-procured information er information on design features whose

Itechnology is currently evolving, ITAAC will also need to verify that the !

@y Nppi t e:ble-r:;;i. ....niNtr are met when information becomes available.Thorsinrt._lIAAC at +ha design cert 4ficatfen :t:;: ei!! etther verify
41 4pprou+d4esign features-cr :pplicable ;eir: mte. For example, if the

design certification application contains sufficient information for the
staff to determine that the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system meets the
applicable requirements, then the ITAAC only needs to verify the key
features of the RHR design. However, if specific equipment (i.e. pumps -

and valves) has not been procured, then the staff cannot determine if
determine if the environmental qualification (EQ) requirements have been
met at the certification stage. In that case, the ITAAC must be written
to verify that the EQ requirements are met when the equipment is procured
and installed. In addition, some ITAAC will contain design acceptance
criteria for design efforts that will be performed post-COL, such as the
stress analysis for piping.

Finally, the level of detail in any particular ITAAC should be proportion-
al to the safety significance of the SSC covered by that ITAAC. The p
certified Design Descriptions for an SSC should contain the significant rarf
functions and bases for that SSC. Further guidance on selecting the
design information that should be extracted from the application for
design certification and included in the certified Design Description and
ITAAC is described below.

1

I
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The staff and industry have reached agreement on a three column format for
ITAAC. The following guidance should be followed in reviewing proposed
ITAAC:

Column 1 - Desian Comitment

The specific text for the design comitment described in Column 1 is
to be extracted from the DD discussed above. Any differences in text
should be minimized and be intentional. Design comitments which are
to be verified prior to fuel load are to be identified under Column 1.
Design comitments which cannot be verified until after fuel load are
to be included in the Initial Test Program (ITP) description (SSAR
Chapter 14). The ITAAC and the ITP description must include suffi-
cient inspection, testing, and/or analysis comitments to verify that j
the facility will operate in accordance with the certified design. j

Column 2 - Inseettions. Tests and Analyses
[
;

The specific method to be used by the COL licensee to demonstrate that !
the design comitment in Column I has been met, is to be described in
Column 2. The method is either an inspection, test, or analysis or
some combination of inspection, test and analysis. If the method of ;
demonstration includes an analysis, the details of the analysis method t

must be described in either Column 2 or in the 55AR. The preferred
.

location for analysis methods is in the $5AR. The $$AR should include '

No- ia reference to the particular ITAAC analysis which is being described i get y '

in detail. Standard pre-operational tests defined in the $5AR and fR.G.1.68 are not a substitute for ITAAC, however, the results of pre- 2.7operational tests can be used to satisfy an ITAAC.'

!

Column 3 - Acceetance Criteria

The specific acceptance criteria for the methods described in Column 2
which, if met, demonstrate that the design comitment in Column I has ,

;been met, is to be described in Column 3. When a choice between '

putting detail in Column 1 and Column 3 exists, the preference should
be to put the detail in Column 3. This ensures that the acceptance
criteria is detailed and thereby removes ambiguity regarding accept--

able implementation of the comitment. Numeric performance values for ;
,

SSC should be specified as ITAAC acceptance criteria to demonstrate
!satisfaction of a Design Comitment (DC).. The numeric performance i

values do not have to be specified as DC and in the DD unless there is
a specific reason to include them ther . ,

!ggg g
Y In the case of ITAAC for the Contr 1 Room Design and for Digital

(# Instrumentation and Control Desig , the ITAAC for each phase of the
i

b . design development process should e separately identified with
'

entries in Column 1, 2 and 3. Failure to satisfy the Column 3 accep-
tance criteria for a particular phase require repeating that iphase of the design development process u til the Column 3 criteria is jmet for that ITAAC and all subsequent p sed ITAAC.

5 February 1993
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3. STANDARD SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT gg
10 CFR 52 does not discuss Tier 1 or Tier 2 material. These terms have
been developed during implementation of the rule for the lead reviews.
Tier I material is the DD and 1 AAC discussed above D'u site parameters

f and interface requirements as d fined in 10 CFR 52.47(a()(p.(ii) and (vii),
p ,

(/ Tier 2 is that material in the 5 AR which it not 4- Tir _ The SSAR is

41 to include all Tier I and Tier 2 material; 1.e., it must include all
information reviewed by the staff which is relied upon in reaching the
staff's safety determination. To the extent that design detail or other
information reviewed in the course of inspections or audits is necessary

p er the staff to reach a safety conclusion, that design detail or otherf

/t information must be submitted-es en emenhent te the SSAR. It is net
(# dufficient-for-stteh-kformatien te be on the docket, it wit be ia t%
h N

II. REVIEW PROCEDURES

In the review of the Design Description and ITAAC, definitions of certain
terms are crucial and, therefore, a list of DEFINITIONS is included as
Aspendix A.

1. SAFETY RELATED STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

a. Review System (or building) description in the SSAR for the high level 1

safety features to be included in the Design Description and ITAAC.
:

Use engineering judgement guided by the principles discussed in the
Appendixes.

b. Review the Design Description (DD) to verify the above high level
safety features are treated adequately. Use the Appendixes to check
for correct wording and consistency. Also use the examples included
in Appendixes G and H.

c. Review of ITAAC - Use the Appendixes for guidance on ITAAC entries.

1. Review the ITAAC to verify that the important features in the DD
are included in the ITAAC Design Comitment (DC) column. For
guidance on acceptable wording use the examples included in
Appendixes G and H.

2. Review the Inspection, Tests, and Analyses (ITA) column to verify
that the DC is adequately verified. Use the examples in Appendix-
es G and H for guidance.

3. Review the Acceptance Criteria (AC) column to verify that the
results of the ITA are adequately specified. Use the examples in
Appendixes G and H for guidance.

6 February 1993
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2. NON-SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS ,(L.

If the Non-safety related structure, system or component has some safety * (cwN%elatedfeature,itshouldbeconsideredforinclusionintheDD,and
i

ITAAC. |t cycr b general, the nen-saf4ty rahted4eatwes re typiciMy-
gj )

,td ely dcscrhed-in-the-DDmith no corresponding 4TAACwith-the-intent-to-
C eestMy-thc dcsion4ut not check the nens+fety ;;pects, See the examples
$ k in Appendixes G and H for guidance.

III. EVAtVATION FINDINGS

*The staff finds / concludes that the design comitments in this ITAAC
| accurately sumarize the Design Description for [SSC which is the subject

of this section); that the inspections, tests, and/or analyses identified4
'

are acceptable methods for detemining whether the design comitments have
been met; and that the acceptance criteria are sufficient to establish, if
they are met, that the design comitments have been met."

APPENDIXES

Appendix A - DEFINITIONS
Appendix B - FLUID SYSTEMS

s
Appendix C - ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

|Appendix D - INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
tAppendix E - BUILDINGS
|

Appendix F - PIPING
Appendix G - STANDARD ITAAC ENTRIES

Appendix H - EXAMPLES (This includes examples of Design Descriptions and ITAAC
!which include standard DD and ITAAC entries. The ITAAC entries

are annotated with a " fourth" column indicating the Rationale
used for including the entry.) |
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APPENDIX B

FLUID SYSTEMS

1. DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND FIGURES

The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the
certified design material was developed during the review of fluid system
Design Descriptions (DD) and ITAAC, and provides the staff's positions
regarding the content of the DD and ITAAC. The information should be included
in the design description in a consistent order. As additional experience is
gained, this guidance may be updated and revised. Examples of Design

| Descriptions and Figures are provided in Appendix H.

A. DESIGN DESCRIPTIDN

1. System purpose / functions (minimum is safety functions, may include
some non-safety functions)

The design description identifies the system's purpose and function.
It captures the system components that are involved in accomplishing
the direct safety function of the system. Each DD should include
wording (preferably in'the first paragraph) that identifies whether
the system is safety-related or is a non-safety system. Exceptions
should be noted if parts of the system are not safety-related or if
certain aspects of a non-safety system have a safety significance.

2. Location of system

The building that the system is located (e.g., containment, reactor
building, etc.) shall be included in the design description.

3. Key design features of the system
du S edef he cm/Wd f224g 3 (g g hk

g |The der (ign description should describe the components that make up the
v

W i (system'i Key features such as the use of the some of the ABWR safety
Y \ relief valves to perform as the Automatic Depressurization System

should be described in the DD. However, details of a components
design, such as the internal workings of 'the MSIVs and SRVs, should
not be included in.the design description because this could limit the
COL applicant to a particular make and model of a component. Any
features such as flow limiters, backflow protection, surge tanks,
severe accident features, etc. should be described in the DD as
follows:

Flow limiting features for HELBs outside of containment - The minimum
pipe diameter will be confirmed because these features are needed to
directly limit / mitigate Design Basis Events such as pipe breaks.

,

|Lines less than 1 inch (e.g., instrument lines) are not included i

B-1 DRAFT
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for fluid systems do not need to be specified in the design
description except in special cases such as ISLOCA where the system
has to meet additional requirements.

gg,,,[mdsakh[uhn,5. System operation g , g

(p# ' The DD should provide a description of the various modes of operation |.g(iofthesystem This should include realignment of the system
following a L'OCA (or other) signal. I

6. Controls, Displays and Alarms

The design description will describe the system controls, displays (do
not use the term " indications'), and alarms available in the control

Important instrumentation will be shown on the system figure.room.
The E0Ps and Chapter 16 have identified the minimum set of controls, i

displays, and alarms necessary to perform safety functions. They will
y be used as guidance for establishing the needs for main control room

(m 6 ( controls, disp 1, and alarms to be included in Tier 1. d 4 % ala r m
@ 9 ' 15 'b'aneJ m v 55M im'th $ abms ba d #/3 Mc EoS7. Logic g gq 4 4 g g & fghg gyggg 4

If a system /componert has a direct safety function it typically IIA 4#'
receives automatic signals to perform some action. This includes
start, isolation, etc. The DD captures these aspects related to the

!direct safety function of the system. l
!

8. Interlocks !

Interlocks needed for direct safety functions will be included in the
system design description. Examples include the interlocks to prevent :
ISLOCA and an interlock that switches the system or component from one

lmode to a safety function mode. Other interlocks that are more '

equipment protective in nature, are only in the SSAR.

9. Class IE electrical power sources / divisions
Chss 1E l

v

/ \ The DD or figure should identify the[ electrical power source / division
B

f \ for the equipment included in the system. Independent Class IE power
.|sources are required for components performing direct safety functions

and are needed to meet single failure criterion, GDC 17, etc.
!Electrical separation will also be addressed in the electrical and I&C

systems ITAAC.
!

,

10. Equipment to be qualified for harsh environments

Electrical equipment that is used to perform a necessary safety
function must be demonstrated to be capable of maintaining functional
operability under all service conditions, including LOCA, postulated
to occur during its installed life for the time it is required to

'
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operate. Documentation relating to equipment qualification issues
will be completed for all equipment items important to safety in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49. The scope of
environmental qualification to be verified by the ITAAC includes the
Class IE electrical equipment identified in the Design Description (or
on the accompanying figures), and connected instrumentation and
controls, connected electrical components (such as cabling, wiring,
and terminations), and the lubricants necessary to support performance
of the safety functions of the Class IE electrical components. The
qualification of I&C equipment for " mild' environments will be
addressed in the I&C ITAAC.

11. Interface requirements

The interface requirements will be identified in the Design
Descriptions for applicable systems and cross-referenced in a separate
section of the certified information. An example is the Reactor
Service Water System. The methodology for developing ITAAC for the
interface requirements will be described in the SSAR or certified
information. Non-safety systems which cannot impact safety systems do
not need Interface Requirements. Specific in-scope design details
which preclude the non-safety system from impacting a safety system
must be addressed in Tier 1.

12. Accessibility for ISI Testing and Inspection

The accessibility does not have to be addressed in Tier 1. However,
NRC will not grant reliefs to the ISI requirements after Design
Certification.

13. Numeric perfomance values

Numeric performance values for SSC should be specified as ITAAC
acceptance criteria to demonstrate satisfaction of a Design Comitment
(DC). The numeric performance values do not have to be specified as
DC and in the DD unless there is a specific reason to include them
there.

14. Normally, all design comitments in Tier .1 must be verified ty a
specific ITAAC, unless there are specific reasons why this is not
necessary. Some acceptable reasons include: (a) the information is

h,
only included for context, (b) fulfillment of other ITAAC are
sufficient to show verification of the design comitment; (c) a single

(#h\ ITAAC can verif more than one design comitment; (d) #e idemcjm
M \ Perhws s to th w stum cle5n fice ha. frotM

i

FIGURESB.
195Es27 N Jt/l. In general, figures and/or diagrams are required for d systems. MM

'
'

However, a separate figure may not be needed for simple systems,
structures, and components (e.g., the condenser). The format for the

B-4 DRAFT
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figures and/or diagrams will be simplified piping diagrams for
mechanical systems. Symbols used on the figures should be consistent
with the legend provided by the applicant.

2. All components discussed in the design description should be shown on
the figure.

3. System boundaries with other systems should be clearly delineated in
the figures. With few exceptions, system boundaries should occur at a
component.

4. ASME code class boundaries for mechanical equipment and piping are
shown on the figure and form the basis for the basic configuration
check (system) that is required in each individual system ITAAC. The
configuration check includes an inspection of the welding quality for
all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems described in the design
description. A hydrotest is also required in each system ITAAC for

i

ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems to verify that, in the '

process of fabricating the overall piping system, the welding and
bolting requirements for ensuring the pressure integrity have been
met.

5. As a minimum, instruments required to perform emergency operation
procedures (as described in the SSAR, Chapter 18) are shown on the
figure.

6. The minimum inventory of alarms as established in the MCR or RSP ITAAC i

do not have to be shown on DD Figures. Other essential alarms, e.g.,
associated with SCS high pressure (ISLOCA), SCS performarce monitoring iindications, not part of the minimum inventory should be shown on the '

DD figures. !

7. Class IE power sources (i.e., division identification) for electrical |

equipment can be shown on the figure in lieu of including them in the
Design Description. ,

dsqNs ;
i

8. Identification of all 4ediett4en and control on the remote shutdown }c&bdlwecg !panel will be included in the system diagram or alternatively in the A g.o.y i
<

remote shutdown panel ITAAC. '

pg
cP9. H et for safety-reisted :y:te- _ she_ eld 'eclude v:ln: = EEAR P1 W

-except for lieb such as fill, drain, test tees, and maintenance
isolation valves.fThe scope of valves to be included on the figures '

are those MOVs,70Vs, and check valves with a safety related active
(. / < function, a complete list of which is contained in the IST plan.

Valves remotely operable from the Control Room must be shown if theiro

$ V sispositioning could affect system safety function. Other valves are
evaluated for exclusion on a case-by-case basis K '

B-5 DRAFT
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Klo.(the fail-safe position is relied on to accomplish the direct safetyatic valves will not be shownf=,kssFail-safe positions of the pne
y

4. O r % *tEO } N he V %,114 pes,he udt he h uy a Ac hd g & Gs,gn
function of h system

%4,k"
11.jtIV) are to be shown on the figure of the applicable system ITAAC. MThe demonstration of CIV performance to a Containment Isolation

",gA .Signal, electrical power assignment to the CIVs and failure response f
to the CIVs, as applicable, may be included in the system ITAAC or in
a separate containment isolation system ITAAC that encompasses all
CIVs. Leak rate testing of the CIVs will be addressed in the
containment ITAAC. This approach should be explained in the General
Provisions section or in an alternate section of the Tier I document.

12. Heat loads requiring cooling, e.g., pump motors, heat exchangers, need
not show the source of cooling unless the source of cooling has a
specific or unique characteristic that would require Tier 1 treatment,
e.g., RCP seal water cooling.

C. STYLE GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS AND FIGURES

The following general guidelines should be used during the review of
design descriptions and figures:

I. New terzinology should be avoided, standard terminology should be used
(i.e., use terms in common use in the CFR or Reg Guides vice
redefining them). ,

,

2. Pressures should include units to indicate if the parameter is
absolute, gage, or differential. i

3. 'LOCA signal" should be used vice specific input signals such as 'High
drywell' or " Low water level" because control systems generally
processes the specific input signals and generate a LOCA signal that
actuates the component.

4. In general, the term ' ASSOCIATED' should be avoided because this term
has particular meaning regarding electrical circuits and its use may
lead to confusion.

5. Numbers should be expressed in metric units with English units in
parentheses.

6. The design description should be consistent in the use of present or
future tense.

7. ' Division" should be used instead of train, loop, or subsystem (unless |
it is a subsystem). |,

B-6 DRAFT l
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8. " Tier l' and " Tier 2" should not be used in the design description or
ITAAC. ;

9. Systems should be described as " safety-related" and "nonsafety- i

related," not " essential" and " nonessential."

10. The correct system name should be used consistently.

II. INSPECTIONS. TESTS. ANALYSES AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (ITAAC) -!
The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the

,

certified design material was developed during the review of fluid system
Design Descriptions and ITAAC, and provides the staff's positions regarding
ITAAC. Each of the standard ITAAC entries are discussed in the order they are

,

presented in Appendix G. Additional guidance refers to example ITAAC '

presented in Appendix H. As additional experience is gained, this guidance
cay be updated and revised.

,

Normally, all design comitments in Tier 1 must be verified by a specific
ITAAC entry, unless there are specific reasons why this 12 not necessary. ' (#y :

Some acceptable reasons include: (a) the information is only included for '

context, (b) fulfillment of other ITAAC are sufficient to show verification of d$i

the design commitment; (c) a single ITAAC entry can verify more than one 1

design comitment3(d) @ g[g,w3 b p,f7p, .h> ga @ g v p f m f e c/asr hmk !e

A. STANDARD ITAAC ENTRIES

1. BASIC CONFIGURATION !

i

This ITAAC entry includes inspection of the functional arrangement of the '

system components as shown in the figures and includes inspections, tests *

and analyses of welding, environmental qualification, seismic
qualification, and MOVs as described in the definitions and general
provisions provided in Appendix A, and as discussed below:

FUNCTIONAL ARRANGEMENT l
i

The system will be inspected to determine.that the functional
arrangement of the components is as discussed in the Design >

Description and shown in the figures. Unless specified explicitly,
the figures are not indicative of the scale, location, dimensions,
shape, or spatial relationships of as-built SSC. In particular, the
as-built attributes of SSC may vary from the attributes depicted on ,!
the figures, provided that those safety functions discussed ir, the
Design Description pertaining to the figure are not adversely |

,

affected.

Some features and components of the systems are only addressed by the
configuration ITAAC as discussed below:

B-7 DRAFT )
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Keep-Fill Systems - These will be included in the design
descripticn when needed for the direct safety function to be
achieved without damaging water hammer and verified by the

' configuration ITAAC. However, a separate functional test will not
be performed because the keep-fill system will be tested as part

,

- !
of the overall system functional tests.

lFilters - Filters that are required for a safety function (such as :

Control Room HVAC radiation filtering) should be in the design |

description. The configuration ITAAC will check that the filter
is exists, but will not test the filter performance because
changes in technology and performance requirements could occur
that would modify the specific performance criteria necessary for
the filter. Additionally, filter performance is verified by Tech
Spec surveillance. .

|
|

Severe Accident Features - These features will be described in the
design description and the configuration ITAAC will verify that

,

they exist. The capabilities of the features will not be included I
in the ITAAC because these features do not lend themselves to in- *

situ verification.
|
.

WELDING |

!
General Design Criterion 14 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires i
that the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, ;
erected, and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of |
abnormal leakage. In addition, General Design Criterion 30 requires '

that components which are part of the reactor coolant pressure '
i boundary be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to the highest '

quality standards practical.
3

The integrity of the pressure boundary in the plant will be ensured, !
in part, through a verification of the welding quality An inspection !

is required to be performed to verify the quality of welding for ASME |
'

. Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retaining components using appropriate !
non-destructive examination (NDE) methods. Vcrification of welding i

1

quality is performed as a part of ITAAC for the basic canfiguration !
check of each specific system. :.

(/) {The scope of welding to be verified by the ITAAC fr&M ASME Code
4 o - ,

4 6 Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure-boundary welds. The ASME Code class welds j
are included in Tier 1 because the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel !

Code, Section III is referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a. Nuclear power plant I

components classified as Quality Groups A, 8, and C are required by 10
CFR 50.55a to meet the requirements for ASME Code Classes 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. In each system description, the functional drawing
identifies the boundaries of the ASME Code classification. The
integrity of the pressure boundary is required to be maintained ;

8-8 DRAFT
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earthquake, an inspection is required to be performed to verify that
the as-built equipment is qualified to withstand seismic and dynamic
loadings. The equipment qualification for seismic and dynamic effects ^

is performed in conjunction with an ITAAC for the basic configuration
check of each specific system.

The scope of equipment qualification to be verified by the ITAAC
includes those seismic Category I mechanical and electrical equipment
(including associated instrumentation and controls) that are depicted
on the functional drawings in the design description. Although other
seismic Category I equipment might exist within the system and might
not be depicted on the functional drawing, they are still required to
be seismically qualified but are not required to be included in the
ITAAC verification scope. The reason is that the design description
and the functional drawings define that portion of the standard
design, that is approved by certification and is necessary to perform
the system's safety function. Thus, only the seismic Category I ,

equipment that is included in the certified design is required to be '

verified by the ITAAC. The verification of these other seismic
Category I equipment is considered a part of the 10 CFR Part 50, ,

Appendix B quality assurance program.
'

MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES

General Design Criterion (GDC) I requires that structures, systems,
and components important to safety be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of ;

the safety functions to be performed. GDC 1 further requires that a
,

quality assurance program be established and implemented in order to
provide adequate assurance that these structures, systems, and
components will satisfactorily perform their safety functions.
Criterion III, " Design Control,' of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 requires

.

that measures be established to assure that the design bases for those '

structures, systems, and components are correctly translateo into
specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. Criterion XI,

'

' Test Control," requires that a test program be established to assure
that testing required to demonstrate that structures, systems, and ;

components will perform satisfactorily in service is identified and
performed.

'

The ability of motor-operated valves (MOV) to perform their safety
functions will be ensured, in part, through verification of the MOV
qualification program. The TAAC for the basic configuration check

fy.,requiresverificationtha. f
.h,heresultsoftestofactivesafetyrelatedMOVsidentifiedin

-

g
v the figures or design descriptions demonstrate that the MOVs arep" qualified to perform their safety functions under certified design
j differential pressure, system pressure, fluid temperature, ambient

W\h ht B-10 DRAFTpa9-
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temperature, minimum voltage, and minimum and/or maximum stroke-
time.

The MOV qualification program relies on testing of each size, type,
and model. The testing and acceptance criteria for qualification are
described in the SSAR.

Numerous problems with MOVs in operating plants have been id2ntified
over the past several years through operational experience, licensee '

programs in response to NRC Generic Letter 89-10, and NRC staff
:inspections. Therefore, in addition to the configuration ITAAC, tests '

of installed MOVs are required in each system ITAAC.
CV4 [Se r

% The scope of MOVs to be verified by these ITAAC entries 4rgivers Givee !

c8 -MOVrtMt-eve-depkted un the-funeWnal dre.ii6p in tne Design
(4 |b-Descriptt,ns. -These-M&Vs will include ali MOVs with a safety related '

- active function, a complete list of which is contained in the IST
|' plan. *

2. HYDROSTATIC TEST '

General Design Criterion 14 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that i

the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage. '

In addition, General Design Criterion 30 requires that components which
are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to the highest quality standards practical.

V The pressure boundary integrity will be en:ured, in part, through a test
@g verifying the leak-tightness of the ASME Code piping systems.

_

A
hydrostatic test is specified as a part of the ITAAC for each individual AS W !

4(\ , piping system.
(doleThe scope of the hydrostatic test for the ITAAC includes ASME Code Class g

1, 2, and 3 piping systems. The ASME Code class piping systems have been
selected for Tier I treatment because the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel L

Code, Section III is referenced in 10 CFR 50.554. Nuclear power plant
components classified as Quality Groups A, B, and C are required by 10 CFR '

50.55a to meet the requirements for ASME Code Classes 1, 2, and 3,
;respectively. The ASME Code, Section III requires that a hydrostatic test '

be performed. In each system description,'the functional drawing t

identifies the boundaries of the ASME Code classification. The integrity
of the pressure boundary is required to be maintained because it is '

directly involved in preventing or mitigating an accident or event under
the defense-in-depth principle.

3. NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD (NPSH) ;

;

The system ITAAC will verify that pumps with direct safety functions
(typically ECCS and SLCS pumps) have the required NPSH to accomplish their .

,

B-11 DRAFT
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guidance for establishing the needs for remote shutdown panel displays and I
controls to be included in Tier 1. |

:

If the controls, displays, and alarms are identified in the system ITAAC,
the design description will describe the system displays and controls
available on the remote shutdown panel. Important instrumentation will be
shown on the system figure. The system ITAAC will only verify that these
features exists since their performance will be addressed in the HfE and
I&C ITAAC.

8. MOTOR OPERATED VALVES

In addition to the MOV qualification testing (Generic letter 89-10)
required in the Basic Configuration ITAAC, MOVs with active safety
functions are tested in the system ITAAC to check the capability of the
as-installed MOV to operate under differential pressure. In some cases
closing / opening times are specified. This addresses problems that have
occurred due to installation errors. The SSAR will contain a complete
list of safety-related MOVs which have an active function.

These tests are required to be performed under pre-operational
differential pressure, fluid flow, and temperature conditions to assure
that the valves open and/or close within time limits as specified. The
SSAR in Section 3.9.6 further defines that these tests will be conducted
under maximum achievable pre-operational conditions and describes the
analysis of these tests results that will be conducted te e-anetrate that
th ahe_w M unction under desion conditions.jAnychangetothe l
comitment to conduct these tests under maximum achievable conditions and
to analyze these results to assure MOV function under design conditions k|J
would involve an unreviewed safety question and, therefore, would require gy
NRC review and approval prior to implementation. Any requested change to tt i

these comitments shall either be specifically described in the COL
application or submitted for license amendment after COL issuance.

9. PN RAT KALLY OPERATED VALVES '

In cases where the fail-safe position of pneumatic valves is relied on to
accomplish the direct safety function of the system, the system ITAAC will
verify the fail-safe position.

10. CHECK VALVES

Numerous installation problems with check valves in operating plants have
been identified through operating experience and NRC staff's inspections.
Therefore, in addition to the acceptance criteria for design and
qualifications described in the SSAR, tests of installed (active) safety-
related check valves are required in each system ITAAC. These tests will
be conducted under system preoperational pressure, fluid flow, and
temperature conditions to assure that the valves open and/or close as

B-13 DRAFT
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expected based on the direction of the differential pressure across the
valves.

Note: Since the industry has not experienced significant operational problems
cith other types of valves, or with pumps in general, the proper operation of
these components will be tested as part pf the functional tests of the system bgJ
under the system ITAACg f/u. ophed ycds,

&$
B. ADDITIONAL ITAAC ENTRIES (see Appendix H for examples)

1. OPERATIONAL / FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF THE SYSTEM

The design description captures the system components that are involved in
accomplishing the direct safety function. Typically, the system ITAAC
specify functional tests, or tests and analyses, to verify the direct

*

safety functions for the various system operating modes.

2. CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS FROM TRANSIENT AND ACCIDENT ANALYSES

The critical assumptions from transient and accident analyses will be ,

verified by ITAAC. "Roadmaps" will be used to identify the critical input
parameters assumed in the transient and accident analyses. All critical
input parameters given in the SSAR (mainly in chapters 6 and 15) will be r

identified in the "roadmap," .... .... .. 7...... ,,. ... . . . . _ ="= hew The f ( #g
reviewer will verify in the individual system ITAAC that the critical I

input parameters are included in the corresponding system ITAAC-as d,
4cdicated-in the 'rca

,

3. PRA INSIGHTS '

If the results of the PRA indicate that a particular component or function
of a system is risk significant, that component or function will be
verified by ITAAC. PRA insights will be identified in the staff's SER.
The reviewer will verify in the individual system ITAAC that the PRA
insights are included in the corresponding system ITAAC as indicated in
the SSAR. ,

I

4. ON-LINE TEST FEATURES I

Some systems have special provisions for on-line test capability which is
critical to demonstrate its capability to perform the direct safety

Ifunction. An example is an ECCS test loop. These on-line test features !

will be verified by ITAAC.

5. SURGE TANKS

The capacity of a surge tank will be verified if the tank is needed to
perform the direct safety function. For example, in the case of the ABWR

B-I4 DRAFT
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RCW surge tank a certain volume is required to meet the specific system 4

leakage assumptions.

6. SPECIAL CASES FOR SEISMIC QUALIFICATION

There may be some non-safety equipment that requires special treatment |
because of its importance to safety. An example is the seismic analysi.
of the ABWR main steam piping that provides a fission product leakage path
to the main condenser and allows the elimination of the traditional main
steam isolation valve leakage control system.

;

!
'

7. INITIATION LOGIC '

If a system / component has a direct safety function it typically receives i

automatic signals to perform some action. This includes start, isolation,
etc. The system ITAAC capture these aspects related to the direct safety
function. The entire logic and combinations are not tested in the system

i

ITAAC because the overall logic is checked in the I&C ITAAC for the safety
system logic.

)
8. INTERLOCK 5

Interlocks needed for direct safety functions will be included in the
system design description and ITAAC. Examples include the interlocks to
prevent 15LOCA and an interlock that switches the system or component from
one mode to a safety function mode. Other interlocks that are more
equipment protective in nature, are only in the SSAR. All of the
interlocks are not tested in the system ITAAC because the overall logic is
checked in the I&C ITAACs for the safety system logic. *

9. AUTOKATIC OVERRIDE SIGNALS gwy Sw
Attd Pcd

fdJ d
Automatic signals that override equip )nt protective features during alDBE)(e.g., thermal overloads for MOVs), ma not be included in the ITAAC ^
because there are other acceptable methods for assuring system function
during a DBE.

10. SINGLE FAILURE

The design description will not state that the system meets single failure i

criteria (SFC). There will not be an ITAAC to verify that the system
teets single failure, rather, the system attributes such as independence
and physical separation which relate to the SFC will be in ITAAC.

II. FLOW CONTROL VALVES |

The flow control capability of control valves does not have to be tested
in ITAAC. However, flow control valves should be shown on the figure if
they are required to fail-safe or receive a safety actuation signal. The /[cmr([
fail-safe position should be noted on the figure f g 4 g p q g'

f/4 IS y 00 Cn/2 Ihm ' B-15 DRAFT
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12. PRESSURE TESTING OF VENTILATION SYSTEMS

Where ductwork constitutes an extension of the control room boundary for
habitability, the ductwork should be pressure tested.

C. STYLE GUIDELINES FOR ITAAC

1. The first column (design commitment (DC)) should be as close in
wording to the design description as possible. !

2. The middle column of the ITAAC always should contain at least one of !

the three " Inspection" or " Test" or " Analysis". Sometimes, it will be
a combination of the three. :

3. Standard pre-ops tests defined in the SSAR and Reg Guide 1.68 are not
a substitute for ITAAC, however, the results of pre-op tests can be
used to satisfy an ITAAC. SSAR and Reg Guide 1.68 tests should be
examined and tests elevated to ITAAC as necessary.

4. If an ITAAC test is not normally done as part of a pre-operational go, fee

ba"" A *' !
test, the test methodology should be in Tier 1 or the SSAR-with== -

"y eference:torthe;1TMC.r

5. Use of the Terms " Test" and " Type Test" in the ITA should be
consistent with the Definitions. Testing which would be classified as
" Vendor", " Manufacturer", " Shop" could be specified as such to make
clear what type of test is intended. An alternate approach would be
to define " shop" test. <

' 6. If an analysis is required in the ITAAC, then the analysis or at least !

the outline of the analysis will be prepared and that will be put in
the ITAAC or the SSAR with reference to the ITAAC it supports.

,,

7. ITAAC column 2 should identify the component, division, or system that
the inspection, test, and/or analysis verifies.

8. Refer only to inspections, not " visual" inspections.

9. Numerical values, where appropriate, should be specified in the third !column, acceptance criteria.
i

10. The ITAAC should be consistent in the use of present or future tense. [
!

11. " Division" should be used instead of train, loop, or subsystem (unless f

it is a subsystem).

12. " Tier l' and " Tier 2" should not be used in the ITAAC.

13. Avoid clarifying phrases in the ITAAC.

B-16 DRAFT
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DESIGN DESCRIPTION CHECK LIST

|
SYSTEM:

1. System purpose / functions (minimum is safety functions,'may
include some non-safety functions)

2.
Location of sy"t hstem (containment, reactor building, etc.)6x t

sd Key design [ features of the system (such as ADS part of SRVs,

(Ch(3.flow limiters, backflow protection, surge tanks, severe accident
features,etc.) ,

4. Seismic and ASME code classifications
,

5. System operation

6. Controls / displays

1. Logic

8. Interlocks

9. Class IE electrical power sources / divisions

10. Equipment to be qualified for harsh environments

11. Interface requirements

:

|

|

!

i

|

|
|

i

(See Appendix C for guidance.)
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FIGURES CHECK UST

|
'

SYSTEM:

I. All components discussed in the design description.

2. System boundaries with other systems should be clearly
delineated in the figures / diagrams. .

3. ASME code class boundaries for mechanical equipment and piping.

4. As a minimum, instruments required to perform emergency
operation procedures (as described in the SSAR, Chapter 18).

5. Essential alarms that are not included in the minimum inventory
of alarms.

6. Class IE power sources (i.e., division identification) for
electrical equipment.

Ifd batc $awg - Su f'OS "+Dchq\09s
7. Identification of all indicat4on and control on the remote

shutdown panel unless these are covered by the remote shutdown
panel ITAAC.

8. Pneumatic- and motor-operated valves and check valves that
perform ' active" safety functions, including all POVs/MOVs that
are within the scope of GL 89-10.

Fi h he4ition of pneumatic- b9.
complish function of thbare reliedy

(ce"s %
,

(See Appendix C for guidance.)
,

I
I
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have been highlighted. In addition, bresker coordination and short
circuit protection have been also highlighted.

5. Policy issues raised for the ALWRs. For the electrical area this
includes the AAC source for SBO, second offsite source to non-Class IE
buses, and direct offsite feed to Class IE buses.

6. New features in the design. In the electrical area on the ABWR this :

includes the main generator breaker for back feed purposes; and the
potential for harmonics introduced by new RIPS, MFW pump controllers
and its potential effects on the Class IE equipment.

7. PRA identified insights or key assumptions. In the electrical area
this typically involves SB0 which should already receive treatment in
ITAAC because of the Rule (see above). As another example, in the
case of CE it appears that their " split bus" arrangement is a ,

sionificant or key assumption in their PRA and therefore in some cases
it is important that within a Division a particular pump motor is on a
particular bus. CEhasraiiadthis to its ITAAC based on the PRA. )G
NOTE: In some cases it saf be possible to use PRA results to decide
that some aspect does n21 need Tier 1 treatment, i.e. the PRA shows it
is of little safety significance.

The ACRS/Greyb6tThqmittee issues. ex les see the A.

letters and'Greybeard coments. NO : The sta has gone n record
(s not,Meessarily agreeib(thf their commen d |s

9. A Severe Accident feature has been added to the design. If there are'

such features it may turn out that an electrical support aspect may
need an ITAAC.

10. Resolution of a Generic Safety Issue (GSIs) has identified a solution
which has resulted in design / operational features. For example, in
the electrical area the resolution of GI-48/49 (as part of GI-128)
identified treatment of " tie breakers." The figure showing the Class
IE distribution system should show this feature if it exists. Then
any special features to deal with this feature should be covered.

11. Post TMi requirements - e.g., power to PORV block valve, Pressurizer
,heaters, etc.

B. ITAAC ENTRIES (for the above equipment)

The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the :

certified design material was developed during the review of electric system *

Design Descriptions and ITAAC, and provides the staff's positions regarding
ITAAC. The standard ITAAC entries for electrical systems are discussed in
Appendix G. Additional guidance refers to example ITAAC presented in' Appendix '

H. As additional experience is gained, this guidance may be updated and
'

revised.
,

C-3 bdAFT
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Normally, all design comitments in Tier I must be verified by a specific !
ITAAC entry, unless there are specific reasons why this is not necessary. |Some acceptable reasons include: (a) the information is only included for !context, (b) fulfillment of other ITAAC are sufficient to show verification of 1

the design commitment; (c) a single ITAAC entry can verify more than one
design commitment) (g) pa gfehm pb 4 ggg g e cg4(,

[ 1. BASIC CONFIGURATION (see Appendix G)

General functional arrangement - this can be captured in the " Basic
configuration" ITAAC but the level of detail is determined by the
design description and what is shown on any figure (s).

Qualification - seismic and harsh environment will be covered by the
" basic configuration" ITAAC (see definitions in Appendix A). Tier 1
will only deal with electrical equipment in harsh environments.
Electrical equipment in a " mild" environment will be treated in the
SSAR only. An exception is made for I&C state-of-the-art digital
equipment in " mild" environment which the I&C ITAAC will cover,-mild - s,

,Q̂wenvironment. Since there is some of this type equipment which may be
utilized in the Electrical Distribution Systems, the I&C ITAAC will be ,

expanded to cover this potential. The basis for this exception is
that newer IAC equipment in mild environments has some operating
experience that shows sensitivity particularly to temperature, and in
addition the new digital equipment may have even more sensitivity.

2. INDEPENDENCE - include separation, inter-ties (if any), identification
(e.g., color coding), location, non-Class IE loads on IE buses (see
Appendix G).

3. CAPACITY AND CAPABILITY - sizing of sources and distribution
equipment,

Loading - analyses to demonstrate the capacities of the equipment
because this is important to accomplishing the safety function. The
SSAR should discuss the analyses. Testing should be included to
demonstrate the EDG capacity and capability. This is the same as theTech Spec tests.

'

(NOTE: Margin - in some cases regulatory ~ guidance specifies the need
for margin in capacity to allow for future load growth. If it is only
for future load growth, ITAAC does not need to check for the
additional margin.)

Voltage - analyses to demonstrate voltage drop (because this is
important to accomplishing the direct safety function). Tier 2 would
include the discussion of how the voltage analyses will be performed,
i.e., reference to industry standards or company practice as
appropriate. Testing should show the EDG voltage and frequency
response. This is the same as Tech Spec tests.

C-4 DRAFT
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4. COUIPMENT PROTECTIVE FEATURES - inclusion should be based on the
potential for preventing safety functions add the operating
experience.

Equipment short circuit capability and breaker coordination should-

be included by specifying ITAAC for analyses. The description of
the analyses would be in the SSAR.

Similarly, diesel generator protective trips (and bypasses if-

applicable) should be considered. A bypass example might be LOCA
signals which bypass EDG trips, however specifying that in the DD
and ITAAC would probably lock a design into this approach and ;

there is the alternative approach of providing coincidence for the -

trips. The information in Tier 1 should be written to allow for
options which can then be described in the SSAR.

If the fire analyses rely on fire caused faults to be cleared,-

this may need to be treated in the DD and ITAAC. It may be
,

i

covered by the breaker coordination (see above).

5. SENSING INSTRUMENTATION AND LOGIC - e.g., detection of undervoltage
and start and loading the EDG. This is a direct safety function in
response to design basis event of loss of power. Problems with r61ay

,

settings should be considered in this requirement.
E cernULS , DML AVJ

(e*# jt 8. 4WDiC4TiUW5, ALARHS~- check chapter 18 on the E0Ps
I$b
9. TEST FEATURES - limited to cases were special on-line test features '

have been specifically included (maybe for a special new design
feature)

10. CONNECTION OF NON-lE LOADS ON lE Bt!SES - because of the potential
degradation of the Class IE sources this is part of the independence
review.

,

11. LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT - important for some equipment in relation to
its environment.

:

!
!

!

!
i

:
s
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11. PROTECTION AGAINST HAZARDS

I. Internal flooding - features such as divisional walls, fire doors, |watertight doors, and penetrations will be included in the DD and
ITAAC.

2. External flooding - features such as thickness of walls and protection
features for penetrations below the flood level will be included in
the DD and ITAAC. The waterproof coating of the exterior walls will
not be included because the wall thickness is being relied upon to
prevent in-leakage.

3. Fire barriers - the fire rating of divisional walls, floors, doors,
and penetrations will be included in the DD and ITAAC. Fire detection
and suppre:sion will be addressed in the fire protection ITAAC.

4. External events (tornados, wind, rain and snow) - these loads will be
addressed in the structural analysis described in I.I.

5. Internal events (fires, floods, pipe breaks, and missiles) - these
loads will be addressed in the structural analysis described in I.I.

III. SITE PARAMETERS

I. The site parameters should include a requirement that liquefaction not
occur underneath structures, systems, and components resulting from
the site-specific SSE.

2. Although the design for the sites should be based on the 0.39 RG I.60
spectra, the evaluation of the sites for liquefaction potential should
use the site-specific SSE with acceptance criteria e m :tratir.;

!--idfecpet = 3jefor no liquefaction.
;

fy -

?JA&;V
ap &'

e

|

I
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Fabrication

A basic configuration check (system) is required in each individual system
ITAAC. The configuration check includes an inspection of the welding

@[N' piping system 7 to verify thet, fr. th: pr;;;;:

quality for all ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 piping systems. A hydrotest 17MC
is also required in enn spR IT!Abfor ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3

8.
Of f:briceting the everell f @nt+iting sysiem, ine welding and poiting7ecirant: fer e M "H ag the

pressureintegrityjevebeenet._ j

YW
A detailed description of the ITAAC for compontnt design qualification and
fabrication and the bases for determining which material is Tier 1 or Tier 2
are discussed in the following sections.

1. WELDING

General Design Criterion 14 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that
the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage.
In addition, General Design Criterion 30 requires that components which
are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to the highest quality standards practical.

The integrity of the pressure boundary in the plant will be ensured, in
part, through a verification of the welding quality. An inspection is
required to be performed to verify the quality of welding for ASME Code
Claas 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retaining components using appropriate non-
destructive examination (NDE) methods. Verification of welding quality is
performed as a part of ITAAC for the basic configuration check of each
specific system.

is 1(dm M
The scope rf welding to be verified by the ITAAC includes ASME Code Class jg g1, 2, and 3 pressure-boundary welds. The ASME Code class welds are
included ir Tier 1 because the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III is referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a. Nuclear power plant
components classified as Quality Groups A, B, and C are required by 10 CFR
50.55a to meet the requirements for ASME Code Classes 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Ir each system description, the functional drawing
identifies the boundaries of the ASME Code ~ classification. The integrity
cf the pressure boundary is required to be maintained because it is
directly involved in preventing or mitigating an accident or event under
the defense-in-depth principle. ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 structural
welds (e.g., pipe support welds) are not included within the Tier 1 scope '

because they were deemed to be indirectly involved in preventing or
mitigating an accident or event (e.g., Pipe supports provide protection of
the piping; but, it is the piping itself that is needed for accident
mitigation). Thus, ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 structural welds are
included in the Tier 2 scope.

F-3 DRAFT
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The ITAAC for the basic configuration check requires:
.

Inspections, including non-destructive examination of the as-
built, pressure-boundary welds for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3
components identified in the design description to demonstrate
that the requirements of the ASME Code, Section III for assuring |the quality of pressure-boundary welds are met.

inspection of th lass 1, 2, and 3 ng act ties y / W5
inv Qe a review NDE records o he actual p ormance of the [ @appropriate method described in SSA

The acceptance criteria for the welds are the ASME Code, Section III weld
examination requirements. The specific weld examination requirements for
a particular ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component and weld type are
considered Tier 2 and are tabulated in the SSAR. The specific weld
examination requirements are considered Tier 2 because they could change
depending on future revisions to the ASME Code, Section III requirements.

Other welding activities (non-ASME Code) includes:

(1) pressure-boundary welds other than ASME Code, Section III welds, -

(2) structural and building steel welds,
(3) electrical cable tray and conduit support welds,
(4) heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning support welds, and
(5) refueling cavity and spent fuel pool liner welds.

These other types of welding are included in the Tier 2 scope. The SSAR
describes the applicable codes and standards for the other types of
welding and the weld acceptance criteria. Similar to the ASME Code Class
1,2, and 3 structural welds, the function of these other welds is needed
for protection of safety-related systems, structures, and components but
are not directly involved (or are redundant) in preventing an accident or
event. Accordingly, these other types of welding were deemed- )inappropriate for Tier 1 scope.

j

2. HYDROTEST

General Design Criterion 14 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that
the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnonnal leakage.
In addition, General Design Criterion 30 requires that components which
are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to the highest quality standards practical.

|

The pressure boundary integrity will be ensured, in part, through a test
iverifying the leak-tightness of the ASME Code piping systems. A

hydrostatic test is specified as a part of the ITAAC for each individual
piping system. ,

j
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^ ~

CERTIFIED DESIGN MATERIAL /ITAAC b
REVIEW GUIDANCE

G dew.. 4cA dQ cm LL eyj Scqp<.
REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES 4 -

<.
Primary - All Branches.

I. AREAS OF REVIEW '
'')"7

The rule that certifies a standard reactor design will reference a Design
Control Document (DCD). The DCD will set forth the design-related information
that a referencing applicant must conform with. The DCD includes the ligr-t QrliE4 W pinformation that is certifi the rule and the Tier 2 information that is %;a,(com)approved _by J e4 rule. The information will consist of the design

rdescriptions, ITAAC) site parameters, and interface requirements. The Tier 2[TW. s]
5g information ce s of the SSAR with deletion of proprietary information,

1 conceptual designs, etc. The guidance on form and content of a DCD is under
.{ preparation by PDST. The change process for Tier 1 and 2 is set forth in the

certification rule.
s%

An application for Design Certification must fprovidslinspections, tests,
analyses, and acceptance eria (ITAAC). If an applicant for a combined
license (COL) references certified g ndar& design, then the ITAAC frem the
certified design must apply to those portToiis of the facility which are

4 re Ad ~'covered by the design certification. Therefore, when reviewin desj
certification ITAAC, it is important to remember that they wil be use at the
COL stage. The explicit requirement for ITAAC, from 10 CFR S2.97(b and as
revised by the Energy Policy Act of 1992, is set forth below:

The Commission shall identify within the combined license the inspec-
tiens, tests, and analyses, including those applicable to emergency,

i planning, that the license shall perform, and the acceptance criteria (b6 (*"gg !,

that, if met, are necessary and sufficient to provide reasonable oe WA
assurance that the facility has been constructed and will be operated wodu1 -in conformity with the license, the provisions of the Atomic Energy
Act, and the Comission's rules and regulations.

5afdy CMt se<km-

The 1[1 of detail in any particularJTAAC'should be proportional to the
safe y signi ' ce of the systems, structures, and components (SSC) covered

: by t,at +1 'e esign Descriptions for an SSC should contain the signifi 3 @g.

cantsfunction and ase for that SSC. Further guidance on selection of the
design inform tion t a should be extracted from the application for design @ I
certificatio and inci ded in the Design Description and ITAAC is described
below' \

%4 & fora Me

The information and review guidance herein is consistent with the staff's Wh
proposals to the Cc= mission in SECY 92-287, ' FORM AND CONTENT FOR A DESIGN e

; CERTIFICATION RULE." This guidance is subject to change as a result of the wirw#
h, Asws9 ffs 96

1 February 1993
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Comission's review.
If necessary, this guidance will be revised and reissued % @?following the Comission's decision on SECY 92-287.

wdM g'
Design Description Q # b #1 NA C.l.

3

'The Design Descri tion (DD) (sometimes called Tier : Design Description)
consists of narrttive and sipplified schematic drawings which will bekC# incorporated intc the Design Certification Rule for a particular standard ;

design. The DD will be incorporated into the NRC's Part 52 Regulations
&n and will be effective for the life of the Certified Design approval and
V& willbeeffective\forthelifeofafacilitywhichislicensedpursuantto

a Certified Design,. Changesg e the DD following the design certificationt

K rulemakingrequirelafindingbytheNRCthatthechangeisneededto
assure adequate protection The change requires either an order or
another rulemaking to effe t the change The net effect s
very high threshold for ch nge by 44%efthe NRC or Othe As,to provide aonce the rule
is issued.

g4 Q g2 4%ggle repdM m gffg af W7
/ {The staff should ensure that sionificant eattires of the certified desig% Cerhfda .M

n
(\ application contained in the SSAR upon w ich the staff is relying to reach

its safety conclusion are captured in the DD. The specific features or
comitments which are to be included in the DD are a matter of staffe h b3
judgment. Two important factors should be balanced in reaching a decision .9 peel
to inccrporate information into the DD: (1) the safety significance of ma.com w
the design feature or comitment to the staff's safety decision, and (2) em
an evaluation of whether it is likely or not that the design feature or g uMcomitment will need to be changed in the future. If the staff concludes
that it is likely that the details of a particular design feature or **M
comitment will change then it is appropriate to limit the amount of -4 W M1detail in the DD. Forexample,ifcurrentte$hologyischangingandthe m au-
staff concludes it is inappropriate to specifWja particular technology by enc.,Alrf ,

rulemaking; then the level of detail in the DD1 hould be limited to
.

--

functional requirements and/or broad comitments. Additional detail as to '

how the functional requirements and/or broad comitments will be met must
be specified in sufficient detail in the $$AR for the staff to reach its
safety decision. The detail in the SSAR would thus be similar to an NRC

y Regulatory Guide in that the SSAR would describe an acceptable, but not[f#,
e

%, i (the only acceptable method, of meeting the DD functional requirements
*e

and/or broad comitments. However, in order to make changes to tho-SSA, a
licensee must use a 10 CFR 50.59-like process to determine if the change
impacts the DD or ITAAC or creates an unreviewed safety question. The
use of Design Acceptance Criteria is another example where the preferred
approach is to have functional requirements and/or broad comitments in
the DD and detailed information in the SSAR to specify an acceptable
method for meeting the DD.

Tiff S
c g fd The staff must also be gnizant of the fact that a licensee under Part 52
'

S|maymakechangestoSMRmaterialundera10CFR50.59-likeprocess6 provided the change does not impact the DD or ITAAC or create an unre-
viewed safety question. Thus a licensee may make changes to material in
the SSAR upon which the staff relied in approving an acceptable method for
meeting the DD. The staff proposed in SECY 92-287 that certain SSAR

2 February 1993
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material not be allowed to be changed without prior NRC approval of the I

change. This SSAR material would be identified in the staff's SER and '
,

would require either an amendment to the Combined Operating License (COL) |
or would require the change to be identified in the COL application and
reviewed and approved by NRC as a part of the COL proceeding. The I

following statement should be used in the staff's SER to identify material |

in the SSAR which the staff concludes may not be changed without prior NRC .

approval:

Ygr *any change to (this comitment) would involve an unreviewed M h sot |

safety question and, therefore, requires NRC review and approval @ w ?,p prior to implementation. Any requested change to (this commit T_.% |

ment) shall either be specifically described in the COL applica T L z? be M i'

tion or submitted for license amendment after COL issuance.* unwhy4|
-b rtu. bc). I

The curitment identified in the above statement needs to be specific to i

the information in the SSAR upon which the staff has relied in the SER. |
For example, the specific SSAR sections or text for which this conclusion '

applies must be identified. I

Defining in advance that material in the SSAR which if changed would gw
constitute an unreviewed safety qu_estion_should be used rarelv. _In wg
discussions with the ComissionfNUMARC and GEE ths aink revj ~ the
staff has indicated that it belfntfWat SSAR material which would likely
receive this special treatment would be limited to: Design Acceptance
Criteria and fuel and control rod design details which are in Topical
Reports referenced in the SSAR. All cases where the staff includes the
above quoted statement in its SER are to be reviewed and approved by the
cognizant ADT Division Director. The staff's basis for each case must be
specified in the SER and must provide the rationale for its decision that

{a change would constitute an unreviewed safety question. Ner 0y

r / )\The staff has proposed in SECY 92-287 that All changes to J5 M material bya COL licensee be reported to the NRC and that the licensee's evaluation(
6 include the basis for its detemination that the change does not involve

an unreviewed safety question. NRC can take enforcement action if it
determines that a licensee change involved an unreviewed safety question
or was inconsistent with the DD or ITAAC. Whether or not the NRC identi- i

fies (co =itments) which if changed would in NRC's view constitute an I

unreviewed safety question, the COL applicant or licensee is responsible
to identify and review all changes and deternine that each change before
implementation does not constitute an unreviewed safety question. ;

2. INSPECTIONS, TESTS, ANALYSES AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (ITAAC)
WWA desty cubheahe

MThepurposeof[lTAACistoverifythattheas-builtfacilityconformswith
C# the%=ad design W eg1Mble echtML If the licensee demon-h strates that ITAAC are met, then the licensee will be permitted to load

fuel. Therefore, ITAAC must be necessary and sufficient to provide the
NRC with reasonable assurance that the facility should be authorized to
lead fuel. The Design Descriptions should be based upon this requirement
for ITAAC. As a result, the ITAAC must verify the significant design
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:;plic:M ;u := ntsi

f-nnat are neceuus " - "''' 'uel -badino and subseouentb: i:r. . --
\ O|y

7 NRC or O7
The ITM C that are developed at the design certificatico stage will become
part of the certified design information. In order tolprovide stability
to the licensing process, certified design information will be controlled/byanewchangeprocess. This'
ITMC for the certified design) process will .on17 allowchanges to the# o

Q5 that are approved through a rulemaking
b process and meet the adequate protection standar As a result, the staffti

needs to careful about the information included the certified DesignDescriptions and IT U C. The information that is included must be accurate AO cbecause it pill be difficult to change and infortsation that will need to #? fhabe changeddi%ot be included. SucLas-datatishf-the-sclear fuel N '.
desip. A lower change standard will apply to in rmation that is

ue edp My f" *f }Mf| approved by the NRC but not certified.
l@ og/ou/yknm dfhnd WhN

The scope of ITMC at the design certification stage is limited to, and %sust be consistent with, the SSC that are in the certified design. The
ITMC for the site-specific design features will be developed at the COL cug 6
stage. Also, ITMC are limited to the design features and requirements
that must be verified prior to fuel loading. Things like power ascension
testing that are also described n the application will be covered by
license conditions on t.he COL.
,4r I Ccsq. C

gince an applican{oenph:rnfor design certification does not have to provide as-
built, as-procured information or information on design features whosei

g technology is currently evolving, ITMC will also need to verify that the
@g|MppW4ble re:ht+ rests are met when information becomes available.lt.stafore , IT MC at the dssign certificatter stage et'' eith:r m ify

(4ppr#4d-des 4 n features-or-appW4ble require entn For example, if the9
design certification application contains sufficient information for the
staff to determine that the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system meets the
applicable repuirements, then the ITMC only needs to verify the key
features of the RHR design. However, if specific equipment (i.e. pumps
and valves) has not been procured, then the staff cannot determine if
determine if the environmental qualification (EQ) requirements have been
met at the certification stage. In that case, the ITMC must be written
to verify that the EQ requirements are met when the equipment is procured
and installed. In addition, some ITMC will contain design acceptance
criteria for design efforts that will be performed post-COL, such as the
stress analysis for pip g. j ),

Finally, the level of detab in any particular ITMC should be proportion-
al to the safety si . ificance of the SSC covered by that ITMC. The prcertified Desi n

criptions for an SSC should contain the significant rarf TJfur.ctions and b) s for that SSC. Further guidance on selecting the
design informat - that should be extracted from the application for
design certification and included in the certified Design Description and
ITMC is described below.

ga& CDLkA W 4 [{gtA'J".?*-Nd i February 1993h ha iwJ6 & L[aakty W LTAhC W U "
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The staff and industry have reached agreement on a three column format for
ITAAC. The following guidance should be followed in reviewing proposed
ITAAC:

Column 1 - Desien Comitment

The specific text for the design comitment described in Column 1 is
to be extracted from the DD discussed above. Any differences in text

~h a mn6L;J ould be minimized and be intentional. Design comitments which areh

~7 ;, a u n N @Yo be verified prioto f g ly d a,rp,,tp"ted until aiter fuel load areAe%tpeAt gg nder Column 1.% .L_3 c_ gn-conut_ments I F cannot b'e* vlerif
%q - to be included in t e Initial Test Program (ITP) description (SSAR
%Qd Chapter 14). The ITAAC and the ITP #escriptici must include suffi-
gn.g, A cient inspection, testing, and/or anaTysis tomitments to verify that
.pg 9.Q. the facility will operate in accordance wit the certified design.

Q.%e.4%!CM % W,-Column 2 - Insoections. Tests and Analyses

The specific method to be used by the COL licensee to demonstrate that
the design comitment in Column I has been met, is to be described in

,

Column 2. The method is either an inspection, test, or analysis or
some combination of inspection, tef$gpq ga ygdf the method of
demonstration includes an analysis,J M Tett|'ls of the analysis methodr

must be described in either Column 2 or in the SSAR. The reftm affloration for analysis methods is in the _SSAL/The 55AR Id include 6m
% b@g referend to the partEular ITfJCWlysis_whichjLbeing_dentQed By Mfo -%- Mn_dtt f fe-operational tests defined in the SSAR and

R.G. 1. B a % a s bstitute for ITAAC, however, the results of pre-
operattenal test can be used to satisfy an ITAAC.

Column 3 - Accettance Criteria

The specific acceptance criteria for the methods described in Column 2 i

which, if met, demonstrate that the design comitment in Column I has
'

been met, is to be described in Column 3. When a choice between
putting detail in Column I and Column 3 exists, the preference should
be to put the detail in Column 3. This ensures that the acceptance
criteria is detailed and thereby removes ambiguity regarding accept-
able irplementation of the comitment. Numeric performance values for
$$C should be specified as ITAAC acceptance criteria to demonstrate
satisfaction of a Design Comitment (DC)., The numeric performance
values do not have to be specified as DC and in t,he DD unless there is
a specific reason to include them ther . s g.ggg g

5pf'} In the case of ITAAC for the Contr Room Design and for Digital !
Instrumentation and Control Desi , the ITAAC for each phase of the N/A _ra'--

design development process shoul e separately identified with
N ' %"O '6e entries in Column 1, 2 and 3. "D^~ YFailure to satisfy the Column 3 accep IT"tance criteria for a particular phase require repeating that

phase of the design development process u til the Column 3 criteria is N
met for that ITAAC and all subsequent phned ITAAC.

|
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3. STANDARD SAFETY ANALYS S REPORT gd gf-r, M (% d M p6
s,..& 10 CFR 52 does not disc ss Tier |1 or Tier 2 material. These terns have

Tier I material is the D) and ITAAC discussed above ph(he lead reviews.
been developed during implementation of the rule for t |op fm.M.

site parameters :

and interface requirem tsasd(finedin10CFR52.47a)(p(ii)and(vii). |F

([ Tier 2 is that materia in the $}AR ;;hich i; ::te 'M . The SSAR is |

<1 to include all Tier 1 nd Tier 2Amaterial; 1.e., it must include all-

" 'Linformation reviewed by the staff which is relied upon in reaching the
staff's safety determination. To the extent thst design detail or other '

inferration reviewed in the course of inspections or audits is necessary |
p er the staff to reach a safety conclusion, that design detail or other if

(,/t information must be submitted 4; . . ....e.iA.ent te the jjA{. I{i{e.. ., on the docket, u%>- . .. ..m. .........ov.. ;... ..,

pf SE! %

II. REVIEW Pc00 EDUCES !
t

In the review of the Design Description and ITAAC, definitions of certain f
terms are crucial and, therefore, a list of DEFINITIONS is included as |
Appendix A. '

l. SAFETY RELATED STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS

a. Review System (or building) description in the SSAR for the high level :
safety features to be included in the Design Description and ITAAC. !
Use engineering judgement guided by the principles discussed in the
Appendixes. ;

i

b. Review the Design Description (DD) to verify the above high level
'

safety features are treated adequately. Use the Appendixes to check !
for correct wording and consistency. Also use the examples included i

in A;pendixes G and H.

c. Review of liAAC - Use the Appendixes for guidance on ITAAC entries.

1. Review the ITAAC to verify that the important features in the DD i

are included in the ITAAC Design Comitment (DC) column. For i
guidance on acceptable wording use the examples included in '

Appendixes G and H.
!

2. Review the Inspection, Tests, and Analyses (ITA) column to verify
that the DC is adequately verified. Use the examples in Appendix- ;

es G and H for guidance. ;

i 3. Review the Acceptance Criteria (AC) column to verify that the !
results of the ITA are adecuately specified. Use the examples in |
Appendixes G and H for guidance.

;

,

i
1
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c>n w ~ E ~ $ ~ w U*' M2. HON-SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS 4 ms %
If h Non-safety related structure, system or component has stistyv / mM

:retypicelly-[(3)%ehtmPfratere, it should be considered for inclusion in the DD ;r
nd |ITAAC. "; ver ia general, the acn-s pety " lated feature:

(O/ erly i3cribed -in the DD with nu cerrespending ITAAC-with the intent te - .

settify the de: ige but act the9 the aens:fety ; p;;t:. See the examples |$$linAppendixesGandHforguidance.
|

III. EVALUATION FINDINGS

'The staff finds / concludes that the design comitments in this ITAAC
accurately sumarize the Design Description for (SSC which is the subject
of this section]; that the inspections, tests, and/or analyses identified
are acceptable methods for determining whether the design comitments have
been met; and that the acceptance criteria are sufficient to establish, if
they are met, that the design comitments have been met."

APPENDIXES

Appendix A - DEFINITIONS A*JD 6WMA "'# W
Appendix B - FLUID SYSTEMS
Appendix C - ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Appendix D - INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Appendix E - BUILDINGS

'

Appendix F - PIPING
Appendix G - STANDARD ITAAC ENTRIES
Appendix H - EXAMPLES (This includes examples of Design Descriptions and ITAAC

which include standard DD and ITAAC entries. The ITAAC entries
are annetated with a " fourth * column indicating the Rationale
used for including the entry.)

fehc% Fw: nWM M:n M N~M W fW M' AO'MbiD
CeIh]>l fNTcYh&
('Mrd AAb/et RCcr:A St.srLMS

1

1

!

|
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1.1 DEMNITIONS ,

ne following definitions apply to terms used in the Design Descriptions and associated
|

ITAAC:

Acceptance Criteria means the performance, physical condition, or analysis result for a
structure, system, or component that demonstrates the Design Commitment is met.

Analysis means a calculation, mathematical computation, or engineering or technical
evaluation. Engineering or technical evaluations could include, but are not limited to,
comparisons with operating experience or design of similar structures, systems, or
components.

As-built means the physical properties of a structure, system, or corponent following the
completion of its installation or construction activities at its final location at the plant site.

Rasic Configuration (for a Building) means the arrangement of structural features (e.g.,
floors, ceilings, walls, columns, and doorways) and a ty struccares, systems or components
which are specified in the building Design Description.

Basic Configuration (for a System) means the functional arrangement of structures, systems,
or components specified in the Design Description and the verifications for that system

;

specified in Section 1.2.

Channel (ABB C E to add definition.]
'

Design Commitment means that portion of the Design Description that is verificd by ITAAC.

Design Description means that portion of the design that is certified.

Division (for electrical systems or equipment) is the designanon applied to a given safety-
related system or set of components which are physically, electrically, and functionally
independent from otL2 redundant sets of components.

Division (for =whenical systmas or equipment) is the designation applied to a specific set
|

of safety <eisted components within a system.

Inspect or Inspectica mean visual observations, physical evnminarians, or reviews of records i
!

based on visual observation or physical ernmmabon that compare the strucare, system, or
component condition to one or more Design Commitments. Examples include walkdowns, |

configuration checks, measurements of dimensions, or non destructive -vamiaatinns.

3-30-93-1-
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Test means the actuation, operation, or establishment of specified conditions to evaluate the
performance or integrity of as-built stmetures, systems, or components, unless explicidy
stated otherwise.

Type Test means a test on one or more sample components of the same type and
manufacturer to qualify other components of that same type and manufacmrer. A Type Test
is not a test of the as-built structures, systems, or components.

1.2 GENERAL PROVISIONS

The following general provisions are applicable to the Design Descriptions and associated
TTAAC:

Verifications For Basic Configuration For Systems

Verifications for Basic Configuration of systems include and are limited to inspection of the

system functional arrangement and the following inspections, tests, and analyses:

(1) Inspections, including non-destructive examination (NDE), of the as-built, pressure
boundary welds for ASME Code Class 1,2, or 3 cos. pew identified in the Design
Description to demonstrate that the requirements of ASME Code Section III for the
quality of pressure boundary welds are met.

(2) Tests, or tests and analyses, of the Seismic Category 1 M*ahl and electrical
equipment (including connected inne ==n n and controls) idenufied in the Designo

Description, including asWed anchorage, to demonstrate that the equipment is
qualified to withstand design basis dynamic loads without loss of its safety function.

(3) Tests, or tests and analyses, of the Class IE electrical equipment identified in the
Design Description (or on accompanying Figures) to demonstrate that it is qualified to
withstand the environmental conditions that would exist during and foHowing a design
basis accident without loss of its safety function for the time =&d to be fhnmnna!.
These envimnmental conditiom, as applicable to the bounding design basis
accident (s), are as follows: expected tunesiependent 4,u e and p uce

profiles, humidity, chemical effects, radiation, aging, suisia and their
synergistic effects which have a significant effect on equipment performsw. As used
in this paragraph, the term ' Class IE electrical equipment" constitutes the equipment |

|
in elf, connected insh +; eon and contmis, connected electncal components (such
a cabling, wiring, and terminations), and the lubricants ne*=ary to support
perfortnance of the safety functions of the Class 1E electrical ww identified in
the Design Description, to the extem such equipment is not located in a mild
environment during or following a design basis' accident.

2- 3 30-93 |
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Electrical equipment environmental qualification shall'oe demonstrated through
analysis of the environmental conditions that would sist in the location of the
equipment during and following a design basis ace b.nt and through a determmarion '

that the equipment is qualified to withstand those conditions for the time needed to be
functional. His determination may be demonstrated by:

(a) Testing of an identical item of equipment under identical or similar conditions
with a supporting analysis to show that the equipment is qualified; or

,

(b) testing of a similar item of equipment under identical or similar conditions
with a supporting analysis to show that the equipment is quallfled; or

'

(c) experience with identical or similar equipment under identical or similar
conditions with supporting analysis to show that the equipment is qualified; or

(d) analysis in combination with partial type test data that supports the analytica! .'

assumptions and conclusions to show that the equipment is qualified.

(4) Tests or type tests of active safety-related motor-Operated Valves (MOVs) identified
in the Design Description to demonstrate that the MOVs are qualified to perform their
safety functions under design basis differential pressure, system pressure, fluid
temperature, ambient temperature, minimum voltage, and mialem!= and/or maximum
stroke times.

,

Treatment of Individual Items

ne absence of any discussion or depiction of an item in the Design Description or
accompanying Figures shall not be construed as prohibiting a licensee from utilizing such an
item, unless it would prevem an item from performing its safety functions as dimise-I or
depicted in the Design Description or accompanying Figures.

When the term " operate,* " operates," or " operation * is used with respect to an item discussed
in the Acceptance Criteria, it refers to the actuation and runnmg of the item. When the terin
* exist,' * exists," or " existence" is used with respect to an item dim 2 M in the Acceptance
Criteria, it means that the item is present and meets the Design Description.

Implementation of ITAAC

De ITAAC are provided 6 tables with the fo!!owing three-column format-

Inspections

Quirn Commitment Tests. Anglyset Accentance Criteria

-3- 3-30-93
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Each Design Comminnent in the lefMtand column of the TTAAC tables has an associated |

Inspecuons, Tests, or Analyses (ITA) requirement specified in the middle column of the
tables.

The identification of a separate ITA entry for each Design Commitment shall not be construed
to require that separate inspections, tests, or analyses must be performed for each Design

>

i
Comminnent. Instead, the activities associated with more than one ITA entry may be

!combined, and a single inspection, test, or analysis may be sufficient to implement more than
one ITA entry.

An ITA may be performed by the licensee of the plant, or by its authorized vendors,
contractors, or consultants. Furthermore, an ITA may be performed by more than a single !

individual or group, may be implememed through discrete activities separated by time, and |
'

may be performed at any time prior to fuel load (including before issuance of the Combined
Operating I.icense for those ITAAC that do not necessarily portam to as-installed equipment). ,'
Addnionally, an ITA may be performed as part of the activities that are required to be
performed under 10 CFR Part 50 (including, for example, the Quality Assurance (QA) ,

program required under Appendix B to Part 50); therefore, an ITA need not be imb
d as

|

,

a separate or discrete activity. !

Discussion of Matters Related to Operations ,

I

|In some cases, the Design Descriptions in this document refer u matters that relate to
opwedon, such as normal valve or breaker alignment durmg normal opersion modes. Such !

discussions are provided solely to place the Design Description provisions in context (e.g., to
explain automatic features for opening or closing valves or breakers upon off-normal

<

conditions). Such discussions shall not be construed as requiring operames durmg operation
;

to take any particular action (e.g., to '**ir*=ia valves or breakers in a particular position -
during normal operation).

Interpretation of Ugures

In many but not all cases, the Design Descriptions in Sectica 2 include one or more Figures.
'Ibe Figures may represent a funcuonal diagram, general strucural repr==*ar=rian, or other

:
general illustration. For I&C systems Figures also represent aspects of the relevant logic of
the systess or part of the system. Unless wiki explicitly, the Figures are not indicative of '

the scale,1-% dimensions, shape, or spatial relanonships of as built strocares, systems,
and w=-g . In particular, the as-built attnbutes of structures, systems, and components

J

may vary from the attnbutes depicted on the Figures, provided that &ose safety functions
discussed in the Design Desenption pertaining to the Figure are not adversely affected. i

)
,
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APPENDIX B

FLUID SYSTEMS
;

!. DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND FIGURES

The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the
certified design material was developed during the review of fluid system
Design Descriptions (DD) and ITAAC, and provides the staff's positions
regarding the content of the DD and ITAAC. The information should be included

,

in the design description in a consistent order. As additional experience is
gained, this guidance may be updated and revised. Examples of Design
Descriptions and Figures are provided in Appendix H.

A. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

1. System purpose / functions (minimum is safety functions, may include
some non-safety functions)

The design description identifits the system's purpose and function.
It captures the system components that are involved in accomplishing
the direct safety function of the system. Each DD should include
wording (preferably in the first paragraph) that identifies whether
the system is safety-related or is a non-safety system. Exceptions
should be noted if parts of the system are not safety-related or if
certain aspects of a non-safety system have a safety significance.

2. Location of system

The building that the system is located (e.g., containment, reactor
building, etc.) shall be included in the design description.

c$f c $ pub 12'' * M*2

' # g The deshjn description should describe the components that make up the
or

E
,systeml Key features such as the use of the some of the ABWR safety1

relief vaives to perform as the Automatic Depressurization System
shocid be described in the DD. However, details of a components
design, such as the internal workings of the MSlYs and SRVs, should
not be included in.the design description because this could limit the
COL applicant to a particular make and model of a component. Any

,

features such as flow limiters, backflow protection, surge tanks, '

severe accident features, etc. should be described in the DD as
follows- '

|
Flow limiting features for HELBs outside of containment - The minimum

1pipe diameter will be confirmed because these features are needed to '

directly limit / mitigate Design Basis Events such as pipe breaks.
Lines less than 1 inch (e.g., instrument lines) are not included

B-1 DRAFT
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because their small size limits the effects of HELBs outside
containment.

Keep Fill systems - These will be included in the design description
when needed for the direct safety function to be achieved without
damaging water hammer.

On-line Test Features - Some systems / components have special
provisions for on line test capability which is critical to
demonstrate its capability to perform the direct safety function. An
example is an ECCS test loop. These on-line test features will be
described in the DD.

Filty s - Filt>rs that are requirpd for a safety function ( as

Cpnfrolroop41VACradiationfptering)shouldbeinthe gn
escript afi. The_ configuration ITAAC_will check t e filter-h

fexistgutwillnottes,tdhefiltir~perfdre
~

..

Surge Tar.k - The capacity of the surge tank will be verified if the ,

tank is needed to perform the direct safety function. For example in
the case of the RCW surge tank a certain volume is required to meet
the specific system leakage assumptions.

Severe Accident Features - These features will be described in the
design description and the configuration ITAAC will verify that they
exist. The capabilities of the features will not be included in the
ITAAC.

Hazard (e.g., flood, fire) Protection Features - Special f2atures
(switches, valves, dampers) used to provide protection from hazards
will be included in the appropriate system design description. Other
features such as walls, doors, curbs, etc., will also be covered, but
in most cases these will be in a " building" or " structural" ITAAC.

Special Cases for Seismic - There may be some nonsafety equipment that
requires special treatment because of its importance to safety. An
example is the seismic analysis of the ABWR main steam piping that
provides a fission product leakage path to the main condenser and
allows the elimination of the traditional main steam isolation valve
control system.

4. Seismic and ASME code classifications

The safety classification of structures, systems, and components are
described in each system's design description. The functional
drawings identify the boundaries of the ASME Code classification that
are applicable to the safety class. The generic Piping Design ITAAC
includes a verification of the design report to ensure that the
appropriate code design requirements for the system's safety class
have been implemented. Therefore, design pressures and temperatures

B-2 DRAFT
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for fluid systems do not need to be specified in the design
description except in special cases such as ISLOCA where the system
has to meet additional requirements.

5. System operation y (a g 99,ph,m d Sa hnchn
'

(p The DD should provide a description of the various modes of operation
4(iofthesystem This should include realignment of the system

following % a.d ~( evt00A, oratAee) signal, c.q., m SJFL kgCON SMk |g

m m e_ ~ x w sp o^ p m e..
,

6. Controls, Displays and Alarms .

The design description will describe the system controls, displays (do |
not use the term " indications"), and alarms available in the control
room. Imp tant instrumentation will be shown on the system figure ~ d4.smL4A ~ ,

The E0Ps and Chapter 18 have identified the minimum set of controls, hbb ;

displays, and alarms necessary to perform safety functions. They will i

b be used as guidance for establishing the needs for main control room
(c# g controls, displays and alarms to be included in Tier 1. n an Mum

4 E ' s ' b M.el w k Ss M w e Q c'o Num b W @ Ve Ec?, ,

l' L*9'C % fRA, % & mA ner be sp6pcf callN cnd- m h 2p %0, ,

If a system / component has a direct safety function it typically N' i
receives automatic signals to perfom some action. This includes
start, isolation, etc. The DD captures these aspects related to the i
direct safety function of the system. r

8. Interlocks

Interlocks needed for direct safety functions will be included in the I

system design description. Examples include the interlocks to prevent,

,

ISLOCA and an interlock that switches the system or component from one !

mode to a safety function mode. Other interlocks that are more !
equipment protective in nature, are,only in the SSAR.

; uwvhd.
'

9. Class IE electrical power sources / divisions
Clus L Ev

f The DD or figure should identify the[ electrical power source / division ;
,f for the equipment included in the system. Independent Class IE power-

,

sources are required for components performing direct safety functions
and are needed to meet single failure criterion, GDC 17, etc.
Electrical separation will also be addressed.in the electrical and I&C !

,

systems ITAAC. '

30. Equipment to be qualified for harsh environments |

Electrical equipment that is used to perform a necessary safety
function must be de- nstrated to be capable of maintaining functional -

operability under a: service conditions, including LOCA, postulated
to occur during its installed life for the time it is required to

repM B-3 DRAFT ',;
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operate. Documentation relating to equipment qualification issues ;

will be completed for all equipment items important to safety in |
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49. The scope of !
environmental qualification to be verified by the ITAAC includes the
Class IE electrical equipment identified in the Design Description (or
on the accompanying figures), and connected instrumentation and
controls, connected electrical components (such as cabling, wiring,
and terminations), and the lubricants necessary to support perf nce
of the safety functions of the Cl_ ass IE electrical _ components. The '

qualification of JE equipment for WW environments will be
addressed in the yJC) ITAAC. c4be4b bwh !

11. Interface requirements
WM 9x%W4 9 i

The interface requirements [will be identified in the Design
Descriptions for CcabT systems and cross-referenced in a separate i

-

section of the certif~1ed information. A; en. wit-4s th: R:teter
Service-Water- System. The methodology for developing ITAAC for the
interface requirements will be described in the SSAR or certified
informa tion. Non-safety systems which cannot impact safety systems do .
not need Interface Requirements. Specific in-scope design details-for ink,4,'.g

w-wps%which preclude the non-safety system from impacting a safety system '

must be addressed in Tier 1.

12. Accessibility for ISI Testing and Inspectic g .,, gg
The accessibility does not have to be addressed in Tier 4 Woweven,

'fht.NRC will not grant reliefs to the ISI requirements after Design '

Certification.

13. Numeric performance values
;

Numeric performance values for SSC should be specified as ITAAC
acceptance criteria to demonstrate satisfaction of a Design Comitment |
(DC). The numeric performance values do not have to be specified as +

DC and in the DD unless there is a specific reason to include them
there. '

M +b.'D>
14. Normally, all design comitmentsN M -Titi J must be verified by a

specific ITAAC, unless there are specific reasons why this is not
;necessary. Some acceptable reasons include: (a) the information is

.b.
only included for context, (b) fulfillment of other ITAAC are '

sufficient to show verification of the design comitment; (c) a single
(#Q ITAAC can verify more than one design comitment; (d #e 4%b

5 W%s m n r< h er\ seunut clw fee hn. jceW ,

B. FIGURES gg3ga7 M) . Mj i

i). In general, figures and/or diagrams are required for ti systems. . hey ;;

However, a separate figure may not be needed for simple systems, l '

structures, and components (e.g., the condenser). The format for the

B-4 DRAFT
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15. Other Matters Not Warranting Tier 1 Treatment ,

:

Several matters are not appropriate topics for inclusion in
the certified design. These matters include the following:

Programmatic provisions - The Design Descriptions should
focus on the physical characteristics of the facility. The
Design Descriptions should not contain programmatic
requirements related to operating conditions or to
operations, maintenance, or other programs because these .

matters are controlled by other means such as the Technical
specifications.

Design and construction processes - The Design Descriptions
for systems should discuss the configuration and performance
characteristics that the systems and components should have
after construction is completed. In general, the Design
Descriptions should not discuss the processes that will be
used for designing and constructing a plant because the
safety-function of a system or component is dependent upon
its final as-built condition and not the processes used to
achieve that condition. Exceptions to this general guidance
include welding, seismic qualification, and environmental
qualification (which are the subject of the basic
configuration ITAAC), and the generic ITAAC for piping.

Portable equipment and consumables - In general, the Design
Descriptions should address fixed design features expected
to be in place for the lifetime of the facility, and not
portable equipment and replaceable items that are controlled
through operational related programs.

|

I
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figures and/or diagrams will be simplified piping diagrams for
mechanical systems. Symbols used on the figures should be consistent
with the legend provided by the applicant. |

Guw
2. -At% c%omponents discussed in the design description should be shown on

the figure. >W. s~ e T . -
2. s@hua q da.d. J. JL ~ bt> q 4

-

6h- %@h other systems should be clearly delineated in phJ e .N
3. System boundaries wit g,

the figures. With few exceptions, system boundaries should occur at a
component.

S.Q cska
4. ASME code class boundaries for mec nical equipment and piping are

shown on the figure and form the asis for the basic configuration
check (system) that is required n each individual system ITAAC. The
configuration check includes an inspection of the welding quality for
all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems described in the design
description. A hydrotest is also required in each system ITAAC for
ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems to verify that, in the
process of fabricating the overall piping system, the welding and
bolting requirements for e suring the pressure integrity have been
met. pu

5. As a minimum, instruments required to perform emergency ation
procedures (as descr bed in the SSAR, Chapter 18) are or, an the
figuregoc ~ & ' ih W~-h*tu'b

6. The minimum inventory of alarms as established in the MCR or RSP ITAAC
do not have to be shown on DD Figures. Other essential alarms, e.g.,
associated with SCS high pressure (ISLOCA), SCS performance monitoring
indications, not part of the minimum inventory should be shown on the
DD figures. h # b ef "oh "-7d M ' 1 W M -b .hv:w.

f ohm M % dar. m cu).4M.Tvision identification))yk w=*bm -
*

9[ L
7 .-. ChssJLpower_spyn ( .e., for electrical

equipment can be shown o e figure in lieu of including them in the
Design Description.

8 0ss?k' Mbd
}c6.,cpp 8. Identification of all kdicition and control $on the remote shutdown

panel will be included in the system diagram or alternatively in the se g. o .yremote shutdown panel ITAAC. yg
9. Fi:ures fr safety-relited :y:te !_ sMuld ":!ude v:1ver r ESA" P'.!

\(f-except im_ isolation valves. fThe scope of valves to be included on the figures
itee+, such as fill, drain, test tees. and maintenance

,

y are those MOVs,70Vs, and check valves with a safety related active '

( .ge]g function, a complete list of which is contained in the IST plan.Valves remotely operable from the Control Room must be shown if their
iV elspositioning -a ett system safety function. Other valves are'

, evaluated for exclusion n a case-by-case basis K

I&CM|5fon
d
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\lo.(gtyFkil-safe positions of the pneu(matic valves will not be shownf=e & Y "hs;
y the fail-safe position is relied \on to accomplish the direct safety

function of }sW V%, W p,hn vill Et diossrv v N hd g % /ls,p k
he system

4R Lud Q11. $1V) are to be shown on the figure of the applicable system ITAAC.
The demonstration of CIV performance to a Containment Isolation "M
Signal, electrical power assignment to the CIVs and failure response .Q .
to the CIVs, as applicable, may be included in the system ITAAC or in '

a separate containment isolation system ITAAC that encompasses all @CIVs. Leak rate testing of the CIVs will be addressed in the M f^'" "
This approach should be explained in the General m * M-ronteforent ITAAC

Provisions section\or ;n an alternate section of the Tier I document.JrMor i

12. Heat loads requiring cooling, e.g. , pump motors, heaf e.S., c.%.. -4 Iw. ~h 4 is.m e.Trum o, Lad e b eo
''xchangers, need

not show the source of cooling unless the source of cooling has a
specific or unique characteristic that would require Tier 1 treatment,
e.g., RCP seal water cooling.

C. STYLE GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS AND FIGURES

The following general guidelines should be used during the review of
design descriptions and figures:

1. New terminology should be avoided, standard tenninology should be used
(i.e., use terms in comen use in the CFR or Reg Guides vice
redefining them).

2. Pressures should include units to indicate if the parameter is
absolute, gage, or differential.

3. 'LOCA signal' should be used vice specific input signals such as 'High
drywell' or ' Low water level * because control systems generally
processes the specific input signals and generate a LOCA signal that
actuates the component.

4 In general, the term ' ASSOCIATED * should be avoided because this term
has particular meaning regarding electrical circuits and its use may
lead to confusion.

y5. Numbers should be expressed in metric units with English units in
g parentheses.

N The design de tription should be consistent in the use of present or '

f future tense.

7. " Division * should be used instead of train, loop, or subsystem (unless
it is a subsystemL or % i. n.d.vv43 < h o 6h . ;

!
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8. ' Tier l' and ' Tier 2* should not be used in the design description or
ITAAC.

9. Systems should be described as " safety-related" and "nensafety-
related," not " essential" and " nonessential ," dm 2. ; a r ._ -%

& , ~~ -! w~m ,,
10. The correct system name should be used consistently. V

!!. INSPECTIONS. TESTS. ANALYSES AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (ITAAC)

The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the '

certified design material was developed during the review of fluid system
Design Descriptions and ITAAC, and provides the staff's positions regarding
ITAAC. Each of the standard ITAAC entries are discussed in the order they are
presented in Appendix G. Additional guidance refers to example ITAAC
presented in Appendix H. As additional experience is gained, this guidance
may be updated and revised.

DD
Normally, all design comitments in Tiw-l must be verified by a specific
ITAAC entry, unless there are specific reasons why this is not necessary. ] (Wrdy
Some acceptable reasons include: (a) the information is only included for !

context, (b) fulfillment of other ITAAC are sufficient to show verification of , $l^q -

the design comitment; (c) a single ITAAC entry can verify more than one
i

design comitment) (O @ p Q,%b m 4 g % v 9 u n,,e c/gf.,4 4
,

A. STANDARD ITAAC ENTRIES
;

1. BASIC CONFIGURATION

This ITAAC entry includes inspection of the functional arrangement of the
system components as shown in the figures and includes inspections, tests
and analyses of welding, environmental qualification, seismic

,

qualification, and MOVs as described in the definitions and general -

provisions provided in Appendix A, and as discussed below:

FUNCTIONAL ARRANGEMENT -

The system will be inspected to determine that the functional I

arrangement of the components is as discussed in the Design
Description and shown in the figures. Unless specified explicitly, '

the figures are not indicative of the scale, location, dimensions,
shape, or spatial relationships of as-built SSC. In particular, the
as-built attributes of SSC may vary from the attributes depicted on
the figures, provided that those safety functions discussed in the
Design Description pertaining to the figure are not adversely
affected.

Some features and components of the systems are only addressed by the
configuration ITAAC as discussed below:

B-7 DRAFT
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Keep-Fill Systems - These will be included in the design !
description when needed for the direct safety function to be '

achieved without damaging water hamer and verified by the !
configuration ITAAC. However, a separate functional test will not
be perfomed because the keep-fill system will be tested as part

,

of the overall system functional tests. '

(ilters-FilterstNtarerequiredforasafet function (such as
CqntrolRoomHVACrakationfiltering)shouldbe n the design
@'egists, but will not' test the filter performance \at the filter NRA MM
description. The configuration ITAAC will check h

pecause po %
~

change.s in technology andsperformance requirements ccH(1d occur
that wbvid modify the specific performance criteria necessary for
the filt'er. Additionally, filter performance is verif thd by Tech
Spec surv,eillance. U ,

,

Severe Accident Features - These features will be described in the
(ilesign Bescription and the configuration ITAAC will verify that

,

they exist. The capabilities of the features will not be included

e .a.n:.w SA" '"^* bL oG A H# '' "
s u. t

,

WELDING
t

General Design Criterion 14 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires
that the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of
abnormal leakage. In addition, General Design Criterion 30 requires
that components which are part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to the highest
quality standards practical.

The integrity of the pressure boundary in the plant will be ensured, i

in part, through a verification of the welding quality. An inspection |

is recuired to be perfomed to verify the quality of welding for ASME
CodeClass1,2,and3 pressure-retainingcomponents/usingappropriate !

I

non-destructive examination (NDE) methods. Verification of welding !
quality is performed ac a part of ITAAC for the basic configuration !

check of each specific system. .

dASMECode6 {The scope of welding to be verified b
d E Code class welds h(4

te ' JClass 1, 2, and 3 pressure-boundar
are included in Tier 1 because the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel @ualei? 9MC de, Section III is referenced in 10 CFR 50.53a IRiiclear power plant
coepo i sca ified as Quality Groups A, B, and C are required by 10 #? ,, J

-

$JCFR 50.55a to meet the recuirements fer l5ME_ Code Classes 1, 2 a nd _ _3..5 #

AscettivelyfTfrTich system description, the functT6M rawing
identifies the boundaries of the ASME Code classification. The
integrity of the pressure boundary is required to be maintained

!
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because it is directly involved in preventing or mitigating an
accident or event under the defense-in-depth principle. ASME Code
Class 1, 2, and 3 structural welds (e.g., pipe support welds) are not ,

included within the Tier 1 scope because they were deemed to ba ,

'indirectly involved in preventing or mitigating an accident or event
!(e.g., Pipe supports provide protection of the piping; but, it is the

piping itself that is needed for accident mitigation). Thus, ASME :

Code Class 1, 2, and 3 structural welds are included in the Tier 2 {
4scope.
1

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION ;
;

Electrical equipment that is used to perform a necessary safety i
function must be demonstrated to be capable of maintaining functional ,

operability under all service conditions, including LOCA, postulated ,

to occur during its installed life for the time it is required to i
operate. Documentation relating to equipment qualification issues j

will be completed for all equipment items important to safety in
~

accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49. This documentation i
'will be in the form of the equipment qualification list and the device

specific qualification files, and will include the specified j
environmental conditions, qualification methods (e.g., tests, or tests ;

and analyses), and documentation of qualification results. The ;

installed condition of electrical equipment important to safety will i

be compatible with conditions for which it was qualified. The scope j*
4

; of environmental qualification to be verified by the ITAAC includes .i
the Class lE electrical equipment identified in the Design Description ;

(or on the accompanying figures), and connected instrumentation and ;

controls, connected electrical components (such as cabling, wiring, i

and terminations), and the lubricants necessary to support performance :

of the safety functions of the Class IE electrical components. The i
ITAAC will verify that the Class IE electrical equipment identified in i

the Design Description (or on accompanying figures) is qualified for i

its application and meets its specified performance requirements when !
it is subjected to the conditions predicted to be present when it must ,

perform its safety function up to the end of its qualified life. The ;

qualification of I&C equipment for %iitf* environments will be
addressed in the I&C ITAAC. Ah k+ JL

!

EQUIPMENT SEISMIC QUALIFICATION |
General Design Criterion 2 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that <

structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to
withstand the effects of natural phenomena including earthquakes. In
addition, General Design Criterion 4 requires that structures, !
systems, and components be appropriately designed against dynamic '

effects.
'

To verify the ability of mechanical and electrical equipment to
perform their safety functions during and following a safe shutdown !

r
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earthquake, an inspection is required to be performed to verify that
the as-built equipment is qualified to withstand seismic and dynamic
loadings. The equipment qualification for seismic and dynamic effects
is performed in conjunction with an ITAAC for the basic configuration
check of each specific system. |

The scope of equipment qualification to be verified by the ITAAC
includes those seismic Category I mechanical and electrical equipment
(including associated instrumentation and controls) that are depicted
on the functional drawings in the design description. Although other
seismic Category I equipment might exist within the system and might
not be depicted on the functional drawing, they are still required to >

be seismically qualified but are not required to be included in the
ITAAC verification scope. The reason is thst the design description !

and the functional drawings define that porLion of the standard
design, that is approved by certificaticri and is necessary to perform
the system's safety function. Thus, only the seismic Category I
equipment that is included in the certified design is required to be
verified by the ITAAC. The verification of these other seismic I air u mr.
Category I equipment is considered a part of the 10 CFR Part 50, @%rie ec8
Appendix B quality assurance program. , Poe ro ao preA

E'M 4
MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES

General Design Criterion (GDC) I requires that structures, systems,
and components important to safety be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested to quality standards comensurate with the importance of
the safety functions to be performed. GDC 1 further requires that a
quality assurance program be established and implemented in order to
provide adequate assurance that these structures, systems, and
corponents will satisfactorily perform their safety functions.
Criterion Ill, ' Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 requires
that measures be established to assure that the design bases for those
structures, systems, and components are correctly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. Criterion XI,
' Test Control," requires that a test program be established to assure

,

that testing required to demonstrate that structures, systems, and '

components will perform satisfactorily in service is identified and |
performed. i

The ability of motor-operated valves (MOV) to perform their safety !
functions will be ensured, in part, through verification of the MOV

i

qualification program. The TAAC for the basic configuration check '

G}1.requiresverificationthat.g f,

g T ( The results of test of active safety related MOVs identified in
,

-

j the figures or design descriptions demonstrate that the MOVs are |
s

9" ( qualified to perform their safety functions under certified design i

,j ( differential pressure, system pressure, fluid temperature, ambient ;
'e |

'tCW \ i7 y- s-10 DRAFT I
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temperature, minimum voltage, and minimum and/or maximum stroke-
time.

The MOV Qualification program relies on testing of each size, type,
and model. The testing and acceptance criteria for qualification are
described in the SSAR.

. Numerous problems with MOVs in operating plants have been identified
over the past several years through operational experience, licensee
programs in response to NRC Generic Letter 89-10, and NRC staff
inspections. Therefore, in addition to the configuration ITAAC, tests
of installed MOVs are required in each system ITAACxe at ha * N S-

,

1 AcLCvf i

% The scope of MOVs to be verified by these ITAAC entries 4ecludes n+
([h : --Descript iens.h "0V5 thet---ers depicted un its fonction:1 dre-ing in de Design
4 These ".0"3 will include ali MOVs with a safety related

active function, a complete list of which is contained in the IST' plan.

2. HYDROSTATIC TEST

General Design Criterion 14 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that
the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnorn:sl leakage.
In addition, General Design Criterion 30 requires that components which
are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to the highest quality standards practical.

V The pressure boundary integrity will be en:ured, in part, through a test

V, f'| hydrostatic test is specified as a part of the ITAAC for enk. A
verifying the leak-tightness of the ASME Code piping systems fa

i.iGf?Hfu'al Astve
4d ; piping system. QAThe scope of the hydrostatic test for the ITAAC includes ASME Code Class d*I, 2, and 3 piping systems. The ASME Code class piping systems have been '

selected for Tier I treatment because the ASME Boiler and PressureJtssel
CQSection 111 is referenced in 10 CEIL 10JELLNuclear power plant' M
corponRTT cTilstfiec as Quality Groups A, B, and C are required by 10 CFR
50.55a to meet the requhts for ASMLCon_Chut 1 2, and
q pecti,vely [.hT ASME Code, Siciten III requires that a y restatic test

be performed. In each system description, the functional drawing
identifies the boundaries of the ASME Code classification. The integrity

|of the pressure boundary is required to be maintained because it is '

directly involved in preventing or mitigating an accident or event under
the defense-in-depth principle.

3. NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD (NPSH)

The system ITAAC will verify that pumps with direct safety functions
(typi: ally ECCS and $t96 pumps) have the required NPSH to accomplish their

^RV-
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safety function by a combination of test and analysis. The analysis
method for determining NPSH will typically be provided in the SSAR.

4. DIVISIONAL POWER SUPPLY

Electrical independence (separation) will be verified in the system ITAAC.
Independent Class lE power sources are required for components performing
direct safety functions and are needed to meet single failure criterion,
GDC 17, etc. Electrical separation will also be addressed in the
electrical and I&C systems ITAAC.

5. PHYSICAL SEPARATION

Physical separation (for hazards) will be verified in the ITAAC. The
hazards postulated are Design Basis Events and, therefore, the design
features that protect the equipment need to be verified by the ITAAC to
demonstrate independence (and single failure). System features (switches,
valves, dampers) used to provide protection from hazards will be included
in the appropriate system design description and ITAAC. Structural
features such as walls, doors, curbs, etc., will also be covered, but in
most cases these will be in a building ITAAC.

6. CONTROL ROOM FEATURES JTef
M

Controls and displays (we are not using the term n " in ITAAC) -'

The design description will describe the system displays -and controls
'
,

available in the control room. Important instrumentation will be shown on
the system figure. The E0Ps and Chapter 18 of the SSAR identify the
minimum set of controls and displays necessary to perform safety
functions. They will be used as guidance for establishing the needs for
main control room displays and controls to be included in Tier 1. The
system ITAAC will only verify that these features exists since their
performance will be addressed in the HFE and I&C ITAAC.

Alarms - If an alarm is identified in the SSAR inventory of alarms based
upon the E0Ps and PRA, then it need not be specifically called out in the
system ITAAC. These alarms will be addressed in the HFE and I&C ITAAC.
Any additional alarms determined to be necessary should be included in the
system ITAAC.

7. REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL

Controls, displays, and alarms available on the remote shutdown panel can
be identified and verified as part of the remote shutdown panel ITAAC, or
identified in the system ITAAC and serified as part of the remote shutdown
panel ITAAC. |

The E0Ps and Chapter 18 of the SSAR identify the minimum set of controls
and displays necessary to perform safety functions. They will be used as

B-12 DRAFT
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guidance for establishing the needs for remote shutdown panel displays and !
controls to be included in Tier 1. '

If the controls, displays, and alarms are identified in the system ITAAC,
the design description will describe the system displays and controls
available on the Remote Shutdown @anel. Important instrumentation will be
shown on the system figure. The system ITAAC will only verify that these
features exists since their performance will b add essed in the HFE and
I&C ITAAC. I F Q A,3 .4 h y gg d k g,.h, A hdqkgS

8. MOTOROPRAEYV'AL

in addition to the MOV qualification testing (Generic Letter 89-10)
required in the Basic Configuration ITAAC, MOVs with active safety
functions are tested in the system ITAAC to check the capability of the
as-installed MOV to operate under differential pressure. In some cases
closing / opening times are specified. This addresses problems that have
occurred due to installation errors. The SSAR will contain a complete
list of safety-related MOVs which have an active function.

These tests are required to be performed under pre-operational
differential pressure, fluid flow, and temperature cenditions to assure
that the valves open and/or close within time limits as specified. The
SSAR in Section 3.9.6 further defines that these tests will be conducted L

under maximum achievable pre-operational conditions and describes the
analysis of these tests results that will be cond'rted te de-mtr te that

[com_yalvt will function under desien conditions.jAny change to the
thg 1

}itment to conduct these tests under maximum achievable conditions and I

/ to analyze these results to assure MOV function under design conditions
would involve an unreviewed safety question and, therefore, would require p/l
NRC review and approval prior to implementation. Any requested change to F\
these comitments shall either be specifically described in the COL
application or submitted for license amendment after COL issuance.

|.

9. PNNFATRALLY OPERATED VALVES I

In cases where the fail-safe position of pneumatic valves is relied on to
!

accomplish the direct safety function of the system, the system ITAAC will !verify the fail-safe position.
,

,

10. CHECK VALVES
|

| Numerous installation problems with che:k valves in operating plants have
been identified through operating experience and NRC staff's inspections.
Therefore, in addition to the acceptanca criteria for design and
qualifications described in the SSAR, tt:sts of installed (active) safety- I

related check valves are required in esch system ITAAC. These tests will
be conducted under system preoperational pressure, fluid flow, and
temperature conditions to assure that the valves open and/or close as
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expected based on the direction of the differential pressure across the
valves.

Note: Since the industry has not experienced significant operational problems
with other types of valves, or with pumps in general, the proper operation of
these components will be tested as art f the functional tests of the system
under the system ITAAC,g gn. up, M3, bg

W$
B. ADDITIONAL ITAAC ENTRIES (see Appendix H for examples)

1. OPERATIONAL / FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF THE SYSTEM

The design description captures the system components that are involved in
accomplishing the direct safety function. Typically, the system ITAAC
specify functional tests, or tests and analyses, to verify the direct
safety functicns for the various system operating modes.

2. CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS FROM TRANSIENT AND ACCIDENT ANALYSES

The critical assumptions from transient and accident analyses will be
verified by ITAAC. "Roadmaps" will be used to identify the critical input
parameters assumed in the transient and accident analyses. All critical
input parameters given in the SSAR (mainly in chapters 6 and 15) will be
identified in the 'rnadmap' with the 7::p::tive syste;r,IT?M a"ahr e The (#g.-

reviewer will v.!rify in the individual system ITAAC that the critical
input parameter:. ne included in the corresponding system ITAAC,-es 'lc, (

4edii;sted ir, th:. 'rceda..p g
3. PRA INSIGHTS

If the results of the PRA indicate that a particular component or function
of a system is risk significant, that component or function will be
verified by ITAAC. PRA insights will be identified in the staff's SER.
The reviewer will verify in the individual system ITAAC that the PRA
insights are included in the corresponding system ITAAC as indicated in
the SSAR.

4. ON-LINE TEST FEATURES

Some systems have special provisions for on-line test capability which is
critical to demonstrate its capability to perform the direct safety
function. An example is an ECCS test loop. These on-line test features
will be verified by ITAAC.

5. SURGE TANKS

The capacity of a surge tank will be verified if the tank is needed to
perform the direct safety function. For example, in the case of the ABWR
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RCW surge tank a certain volume is required to meet the specific system
leakage assumptions.

6. SPECIAL CASES FOR SEISMit QUAllflCATION

There may be some non-safety equipment that requires special treatment
because of its importance to safety. An example is the seismic analysis
of the ABWR main steam piping that provides a fission product leakage path
to the main condenser and allows the elimination of the traditional main
steam isolation valve leakage control system.

7. INITIATION LOGIC

If a system / component has a direct safety function it typically receives
automatic signals to perform some action. This includes start, isolation,
etc. The system ITAAC capture these aspects related to the direct safety
function. The entire logic and combinations are not tested in the system
ITAAC because the overall logic is checked in the I&C ITAAC for the safety
system logic.

8. INTERLOCKS

Interlocks needed for direct safety functions will be included in the
system design description and ITAAC. Examples include the interlocks to
prevent ISLOCA and an interlock that switches the system or component from
one mode to a safety function mode. Other interlocks that are more
equipment prctective in nature, are only in the SSAR. All of the
interlocks are not tested in the system ITAAC because the overall logic is
checked in the I&C ITAACs for the safety system logic.

9. AUTOMATIC OVERRIDE SIGNALS 0,g Sw
6tuk Ed

Automatic signals that override equipm nt protective features during a(DBE) (d d
(e.g., thermal overloads for MOVs), uf not be included in the ITAAC ^
because there are other acceptable methods for assuring system function
during a DSI.

10. SINGLE FAILURE

The design description will not state that the system meets single failure
criteria (SFC). There will not be an ITAAC to verify that the system
meets single failure, rather, the system attributes such as independence
and physical separation which relate to the SFC will be in ITAAC.

11. FLOW CONTROL VALVES

The flow control capability of control valves does not have to be tested
in ITAAC. However, flow control valves should be shown on the figure if
they are recuired to fail-safe or receive a safety actuation signal. The /$mr de

fail-safe position should be noted on the figuregR r gLq ge

fu i n cs Op cef IRm '
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12. PRESSURE TESTING OF VENTILATION SYSTEMS

Where ductwork constitutes an extension of the control room boundary for
habitability, the ductwork should be pressure tested.

C. STYLE GUIDELINES FOR ITAAC

1. The first column (design commitment (DC)) should be as close in
wording to the design description as possible.

2. The middle column of the ITAAC always should contain at least one of
the three " Inspection" or " Test" or " Analysis". Sometimes, it will be

a combination of the three.
Cw wrP^d

3. Standard pre-ops tests defined in the SSAR and Reg Guide 1.68.are-not
a strb5TfTute-for ITAAC.-hwaer,~The results of pre-op tests can be
used to satisfy an ITAAC. SSAR and Reg Guide 1.68 tests should be
examined and tests elevated--to ITAAC-as=necesury Wh %M,

du't M 45 hts or. m TTP.
4. If an ITAAC test is not normally done as part of a pre-operational MNtest.,__the__ test y thodology should be in Tier 1 or the SSAR,Gt

deferencetotheITAACT
--

- ITAAc_.
5. Use of the Terms " Test" and " Type Test" in the ITA should be

consistent with the Definitions. Testing which would be classified as
" Vendor", " Manufacturer", " Shop" could be specified as such to make
clear what type of test is intended. An alternate approach would be
to define " shop" test.

6. If an analysis is required in the ITAAC, then the analysis or at least
the outline of the analysis will be prepared and that will be put in N0 d

i

the ITAAC or the SSAR with reference to the ITAAC it supports. % W, -

7. ITAAC column 2 should identify the component, division, or system that
the inspection, test, and/or analysis verifies.

8. Refer only to inspections, not " visual" inspections.

9. Numerical values, where appropriate, should be specified in the third
column, acceptance criteria.

10. The ITAAC should be consistent in the use of present or future tense.

11. " Division" should be used instead of train, loop, or subsystem (unless
it is a subsystem). #s

12. " Tier 1" and " Tier 2" should not be used in the ITAAC.
'

13. Avoid clarifying phrases in the ITAAC.

B-16 DRAFT d
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14. The' correct system name should be used consistently.

III. REVIEWER CHECK LISTS

The following check lists are provided to assists the reviewer in the review
of the fluid systems Design Descriptions, Figures, and ITAAC. As discussed
before, the level of detail in any particular Design description, Figure, or
ITAAC should be proportional to the safety significance of the SSC being
reviewed. Therefore, all items shown on the check lists will not be
applicable to all systems being reviewed.

!

4

!

B-17 DRAFT
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DESIGN DESCRIPTION CHECK LIST

SYSTEM:

1. System purpose / functions (minimum is safety functions, may
include some non-safety functions)

2. Location of system (containment, reactor building, etc.)
SERD

. 3.
( Key design (features of the system (such as 'O ;_ct d SRVs,

( flow limiters, backflow protection, surge tanks, severe accident
features,etc.)

4. Seismic and ASME code classifications

5. System operation

6. Controls / displays

7. Logic

8. Interlocks g M
9. Class IE electrical powerfscurces1divisionsr

10. Equipment to be qualified for harsh environments

11. Interface requirements

|

(See Appendix C for guidance.) .

B-18 DRAFT l
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FIGURES CHECK LIST l

SYSTEM:

be.% ,

1. &l-components discussed in the design description.

2. System boundaries with other systems should be clearly
,

delineated in the figures / diagrams. .

3. ASME code class boundaries for mechanical equipment and piping.

4. As a minimum, instruments required to perform emergency
operation procedures (as described in the SSAR, Chapter 18).

5. Essential alarms that are not included in the minimum inventory
of alarms.

6. Class IE power sources i.e. division identiftcation) forelectrical equipment.O
^"f,< e M A f d 3 -t kay - su (* g.3 * g

d
9%

7. Identification of all indtert4on and control on the remote
shutdown panel unless these are covered by the remote shutdown
panel ITAAC.

8. Pneumatic- and motor-operated valves and check valves that
perform" active"safetyfunctions,includingyl3POVs/MOVsthatare within the scope of GL 89-10.

9. Fpi ition of pneumatis reliedypb'

/ccomplish t e4
4 unction of the jstem.

W| W h
t

,

!

(See Appendix C for guidance.)

:

|

1
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ITAAC CHECK LIST

SYSTEM:

I
1. Basic configuration

12. Hydrostatic test ,

,

3. Net positive suction head

4. Divisional power supplies !

5. Physical separation

Control room nr.. igsr;e...nw a ,s.a ~ :
6. -

Remoteshutdownsystem(opMwd7.
:

8. Motor operated valvas ;

|

9. Pneumatically operated valves j

10. Check valves i

11. Operational and functional aspects of the system f
12. Critical assumptions from transient and accident analyses

|

13. PRA insights ._

14. On-line testing features

15. Surge tanks :

16. Special cases for seismic qualification (e.g., ABWR main steam
line piping)

17. Initiation logic

i

18. Interlocks i,

!
19. Flow control valves

20. Pressure testing of ventilation systems

(See Appendix D for guidance.)
,
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APPENDIX C !

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

:
:

The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the '

certified design material was developed during the review of electric system .

Design Descriptions (DD) and ITAAC, and provides the staff's positions
regarding the content of the DD and ITAAC. The information should be included
in the design description in a consistent order. As additional experience is
gained, this guidance may be updated and revised. Examples of Design
Descriptions and Figures are provided in Appendix H. .

This section is intended to provide additional guidance for evaluating the DD
and ITAAC, in the Electrical area (for purposes of review responsibility the
Electrical area also includes the Lighting Systems). '

A. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

Electrical equipment that is involved in performing the direct safety function
should be addressed in the Design Description (see IEEE-308-1980 paragraph 5.2
for a discussion of direct safety function). This would basically include (in .

Tier 1) the complete Class IE electric system - including power sources (which '

include offsite sources even though they are not Class IE) and distribution
equipment. With regard to the electrical equipment that is part of the Class

,

IE system but is included to improve the reliability of the individual Class !

IE divisions (for example equipment protective trips), additional factors need
to be considered. For example, if a failure or false actuation of a feature
such as a protective device could prevent the safety function, and operating ;

experience has shown problems related to this feature; then treatment in Tier ;

I should probably be included. In addition, some fire protection analyses are
based on the ability of breakers to clear fire caused faults. With respect to
the non-Class IE portions of the electrical system (powering the BOP loads), a i

brief certified design description may be included. The DD for this portion
_

should focus on the aspects, if any, needed to support the Class IE portion. |

Therefore, based on the above, the following equipment should be treated in
the DD: :

1. Overall Class IE electric distribution system - this would include any *

high level treatment for cables, buses, breakers, disconnect switches,
switchgear, motor control centers, distribution transformers, and
connections / terminations !

2. Power sources including: i

- Offsite, including feeds from the main generator (a generator
breaker to allow backfeed should be addressed), main power
transformers, UATs, RATS, etc.

C-1 DRAFT
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DC system - battery / battery chargers-

- Emergency diesel generator (EDG support systems need to be covered
also - Plant Systems Branch has lead responsibility)

~ Ctm tE
htal AC inverters, regulating transformerr, transfer devices-

N
- "Alternat'e ac power sources for 5B0

3. Other Electrical Features including:

Containment electrical penetrations-

Lighting - emergency control room, remote shutdown panel NOTE:It-

may be difficult to rationalize its inclusion based on
" accomplishing a direct safety function." The basis has to be
more defense-in-depth and operating experience and possibly PRA.

4. Lightning protection - general configuration type check.

5. Grounding - configuration type check. For both lightning protection
and grounding, it is expected that this will be part of a inspection
to check that the features exist. No analyses to demonstrate adequacy
will be in ITAAC.

6. Lighting

The Design Description should also cover the following: ,

1. GDC 17 and 18 specified requirements. For example, GDC 17 requires
that physically independent circuits be provided from the offsite to
the Class IE distribution system. Here is a case where some design

M 3AAC descriptioltindITAAtareneededfora"non-ClassIE" area,becauseof'

g wl its "importance to safety." -

g

% 2. Other specific Rules, Regulations that are applicable to electric
#% systems. For exemple - the Station Blackout Rule is to be met by an
v Alternate AC sourre and, therefore, that feature should be in Tier 1.

This is another non-1E aspect, but "important to safety." ,

3. Regulatory Guides which have specific recommendations (all the RG
guidance may.not need Tier 1 treatment). Here may be an area that the
Tier 1 treatment captures the design aspect addressed by the RG but
the acceptance allows alternate approaches which are then discussed in
the SAR.

4. Operating Experience problems of safety significance that have been
identified - particularly through EDSFIs, Generic Letter, Bulletins
and in some cases Information Notices. For example, degraded voltages

C-2 DRAFT
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have been highlighted. In addition, breaker coordination and short i
circuit protection have been also highlighted.

5. Policy issues raised for the ALWRs. For the electrical area this
includes the AAC source for SBO, second offsite source to non-Class IE
buses, and direct offsite feed to Class IE buses.

6. New features in the design. In the electrical area _an:W-ABWt this i

includes the main generator breaker fgr g .jgggg g poses; and the
potential for harmonics introduced by ,.u- nu s, MFW pump controllers
and its potential effects on the Class IE equipment.

7. FRA identified insights or key assumptions. In the electrical area :
this typically involves 5B0 which should already receive treatment in '

ITAAC because of the Rule (see above). As another example, in the
case of CE it appears that their " split bus' arrangement is a
sienificant or key assumption in their PRA and therefore in some cases
it is important that within a Division a particular pump motor is on a
particular bus. CE has raise this to its ITAAC based on the PRA.
NOTE: In some cases it may be possible to use PRA results to decide
that some aspect does agl need Tier 1 treatment, i.e. the PRA shows it
is of little safety significance.

f 8. The ACRS/Gre r ittee issues. ex les see the A
E letters a. Greybeard ..e n t s . NO : The sta has gone n record(8 s not 'cessarily agreet with their consnent
Vf

- 9. A Severe Accident feature has been added to the design. If there are
such features it may turn out that an electrical support aspect may
need an ITAAC.

10. Resolution of a Generic Safety Issue (GSIs) has identified a solution
which has resulted in design / operational features. For example, in
the electrical area the resolution of GI-48/49 (as part of GI-128)
identified treatment of ' tie breakers." The figure showing the Class |

IE distribution system should show this feature if it exists. Then lany special features to deal with this feature should be covered.

11. Post TMI requirements - e.g., power to PORY block valve, Pressurizer
heaters, etc.

B. ITAAC ENTRIES (for the above equipment)

The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the
,

certified design material was developed during the review of electric system l

Design Descriptions and ITAAC, and provides the staff's positions regarding
ITAAC. The standard ITAAC entries for electrical systems are discussed in
Appendix G. Additional guidance refers to example ITAAC presented in~ Appendix
H. As additional experience is gained, this guidance may be updated and-
revised.

C-3 DRAFT
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Normally, all design comitments in Tier 1 must be verified by a specific
ITAAC entry, unless there are specific reasons why this is not necessary.
Some acceptable reasons include: (a) the information is only included for
context, (b) fulfillment of other ITAAC are sufficient to show verification of
the design comitment; (c) a single ITAAC entry can verify more than one
design commitment) ({) p g h h m ph + sd 4 v swnw ch,%

(/ 1. BASIC CONFIGURATION (see Appendix G)

General functional arrangement - this can be captured in the " Basic
configuration * ITAAC but the level of detail is determined by the
design description and what is shown on any figure (s).

Qualification - seismic and harsh environment will be covered by the
" basic configuration * ITAAC (see definitions in Appendix A). Tier I
will only deal with electrical equipment in harsh environments.
Electrical equipment in a ' mild" environment will be treated in the
SSAR only. An exception is made for I&C state-of-the-art digital
equipment in " mild" environment which the I&C ITAAC will cover mild
environment. Since there is some of this type equipment which may be
utilized in the Electrical Distribution Systems, the I&C ITAAC will be
expanded to cover this potential. The basis for this exception is
that newer 11C equipment in mild environments has some operating
experience that shows sensitivity particularly to temperature, and in
addition the new digital equipment may have even more sensitivity.

2. INDEPENDENCE - include separation, inter-ties (if any), identification
(e.g., color coding), location, non-Class IE loads on IE buses (see
Appendix G).

3. CAPACITY AND CAPABILITY - sizing of sources and distribution
equipment,

Leading - analyses to demonstrate the capacities of the equipment
because this is important to accomplishing the safety function. The
SSAR should discuss the analyses. Testing should be included to
demonstrate the EDG capacity and capability. This is-the-same-as theTech Spec tests. A 6. W m

(NOTE: Margin - in some cases regulatory' guidance specifies the need
for margin in capacity to allow for future load growth. If it is only
for future lead growth, ITAAC does not need to check for the
additional margin.)

Voltage - analyses to demonstrate voltage drop (because this is
important to accomplishing the direct safety function). Tier 2 would
include the discussion of how the voltage analyses will be performed,
i.e., reference to industry standards or company practice as
appropriate. Testing should show the EDG voltage and frequency
response. This is the same as Tech Spec tests.

C-4 DRAFT
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4. EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE FEATURES - inclusion ~should be based on the
potential for preventing safety functions in.g the operating
experience.

Ecuipment short circuit capability and breaker coordination should-

be included by specifying ITAAC for analyses. The description of
the analyses would be in the SSAR.

Similarly, diesel generator protective trips (and bypasses if-

applicable) should be considered. A bypass example might be LOCA
signals which bypass EDG trips, however specifying that in the DD
and ITAAC would probably lock a design into this approach and
there is the alternative approach of providing coincidence for the
trips. The information in Tier 1 should be written to allow for
options which can then be described in the SSAR.

If the fire analyses rely on fire caused faults to be cleared,-

this may need to be treated in the DD and ITAAC. It may be
covered by the breaker coordination (see above).

5. SENSING INSTRUMENTATION AND LOGIC - e.g., detection of undervoltage
and start and loading the EDG. This is a direct safety function in
response to design basis event of loss of power. Problems with relay
settings should be considered in this requirement.

(d|' 8. 4EILAiiUni, ALAES- check chapter 18 on the E0Psc-,m:L 5 . %s f L WJ '

D '9. TEST FEATURES - limited to cases were special on-line test features
have been specifically included (maybe for a special new design ,

feature)

10. CONNECTION OF NON-lE LOADS ON lE BUSES - because of the potential '

degradation of the Class IE sources this is part of the independence
review.

11. LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT - important for some equipment in relation to
its environment.

|
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INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
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To be provided upon copmpletion of I AC ITAAC review.
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APPENDIX E
,

BUILDING STRUCTURES

The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the !

certified design material was developed during the review of building i

structures Design Descriptions (DD) and ITAAC, and provides the staff's '

positions regarding the content of the DD and ITAAC. The information should '

be included in the design description in a consistent order. As additional
,

experience is gained, this guidance may be updated and revised. Examples of ;
Design Descriptions and Figures are provided in Appendix H.

|

I. BUILDING STRUCTURES
'

l. An ITAAC item for each building should verify the structural j
capability of the building to withstand design basis loads. A
structural analysis should be performed to reconcile the as-built data
with the structural design basis. The acceptance criteria should be
the existence of a structural analysis report which concludes that the !

as-built building is able to withstand the structural design basis ,

loads.

The SSAR should describe the details of the scope and contents of the '

structural analysis report and the need for reconciliation of !
construction deviations and design changes with the building dynamic i

>

response and its structural adequacy.
;

2. Do not use the ASME Code N-stamp as an acceptance criterion. Rather,
verify the existence of ASME Code-required design documents (e.g., !

'design specifications or design reports) that are prepared by the COL
licensee. '

3. The turbine building design description does not need structural !
drawings (the SSAR does not contain turbine building drawings) because !it is non-safety related. For the boiling water reactors (ABWR and ;

SBWR) that use the main steam line and condenser as an alternate |
leakage path for fission products, the SSAR should include a hwt

'

description of the need for the T/B to withstand a UBC Zone 3 level
earthquake, and the T/B should not use~a dual-system or a concentric '

system design.
,

4. The building' design descriptions should specify the embedment depth
(from the top of the foundation to the finished grade). An ITAAC t

should verify the embedment derth.

-
..

,
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II. PROTECTION AGAINST HAZARDS

1. Internal flooding - features such as divisional walls, fire doors,
watertight doors, and penetrations will be included in the DD and
ITAAC.

'

2. External flooding - features such as thickness of walls and protection
features for penetrations below the flood level will be included in
the DD and ITAAC. The waterproof coating,of the exterior walls wHi wee 2
not be included.because the wall thidnetsde being relied upon to -

,

prevent in-leakage. hM=4 m

3. Fire barriers - the fire rating of divisional walls, floors, doors,
and penetrations will be included in the DD and ITAAC. Fire detection
and suppression will be addressed in the fire protection ITAAC.

4. External events (tornados, wind, rain and snow) - these loads will be ,

addressed in the structural analysis described in I.I.

5. Internal events (fires, floods, pipe breaks, and missiles) - these '

loads will be addressed in the structural analysis described in I.1.

III. SITE PARAMETERS

i 1. The site parameters should include a requirement that liquefaction not h p(occur underneath structures, systems, and components resulting from
p the, site-specific _SSE. .g
N ; 2./ Although the design for the sites should be based on the 0.3g RG 1.60 b.\pspectra, the evaluation of the sites for liquefaction potential should ,

( use the site-specific SSE with acceptance criteria demonstrating )
(adequatemarginfornoliquefaction, j

1 sqg 4kd, -N. S .% Pe =h Q.4,-4 L pcgo m E., h-

e . , w h y a Lo- q % g 4 p A.
c} M-t 4Q A gig M @~-Q -W AQ-

&
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APPENDIX F l

I
PIPING SYSTEMS

The following guidance and rationale of what should be included in the
certified design material was developed during the review of piping systems
Design Descriptions (DD) and ITAAC, and provides the staff's positions
regarding the content of the DD and ITAAC. The information should be included
in the design description in a consistent order. As additional experience is
gained, this guidance may be updated and revised. Examples of Design
Descriptions and Figures are provided in Appendix H.

I. PIPING DESIGN

General Design Criterion 2 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that
structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to
withstand the effects of natural phenomena including earthquakes. In
addition, General Design Criterion 4 requires that structures, systems, and
components be appropriately designed against dynamic effects including pipe
whipping. However, dynamic effects associated with postulated pipe ruptures
may be excluded from the design basis when analyses reviewed and approved by
the Comission demonstrate that the probability of fluid system piping rupture
is extremely low under conditions consistent with the design basis for the
piping.

To verify the ability of piping systems to perform their safety functions
during and following a safe shutdown earthquake, an inspection is required to,

verify that the as-built piping systems are designed to retain their pressure'

integrity and functional capability under design basis loadings. In addition,

an inspection is required to verify that safety-related structures, systems,
and components are protected against the dynamic effects associated with
postulated high-energy pipe breaks. The ITAAC for verifying the piping design
requirements are performed under the generic Piping Design.

The scope of the piping to be verified by the generic Piping ITAAC includes
all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems and high-energy piping systems.
The ASME Code Class piping systems are included in Tier 1 because the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sect. inn _11Lis-referenced in 10-CF( [.

rNticlear power plant components cWified aCQuality Gro_ups(A,_ B, and ~C3 Y
,

| required by 10 CFR 50 SlaA.JneeLthe_tegulraments for ASME_ Co#iECliuii 2,
t QnL1._rtspectivel In each system description, the functional drawing

identifies the boundaries of the ASME Code classification for the piping~

systems. The piping pressure boundary and structural integrity are required
to be maintained because they are directly involved in preventing or
mitigating an accident or event under the defense-in-depth principle.

The ITAAC in the generic Piping Design provides a certified design comitment
that the as-built piping system be designed to meet ASME Code, Section III
requirements. The certified design comitment also requires that safety-

F-1 DRAFT
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related structures, systems, and components be protected against the dynamic
effects associated with postulated high-energy pipe breaks. An inspection of j
ASME Code-required documents will be conducted to confirm the existence of an

'

ASME Code-certified stress report and a pipe break analysis report.

The inspection will involve a walkdown of the as-built piping and supports and
a review of the ASME Code certified stress report to ensure that the as-built
piping system has been reconciled with the piping design requirements. The
existence of a Code-certified stress report (also referred to as a design
report) provides confidence that all the design and service loadings as stated
in the design specification have been evaluated, and that the acceptance
criteria of the ASME Code, Section III have been considered. The methodology
and specific attributes to be inspected are described in the SSAR.

The inspection will also involve a review of the as-built, high-energy pipe
break mitigation features (e.g., pipe whip restraints and jet impingement
shields) to ensure that the installed features are consistent with the pipe
break analysis report. The methodology and specific attributes to be
inspected are described in the SSAR. Alternatively, if an NRC-approved leak-
before-break report exists, then the dynamic effects from those postulated
high-energy pipe breaks could be excluded.

II. PIPING DESIGN QUALIFICATION AND FABRICATION

The verification of design, fabrication, testing, and performance requirements
are partially add 7ssed in conjunction with the specific system ITAAC.
However, performance tests are not practical for verifying certain component
design requirements such as its seismic design or safety classification.
Therefore, ITAAC have been developed to verify certain areas where performance
tests are not practical. These areas include seismic design qualification and
fabrication of components (i.e., welding). The ITAAC for seismic design
qualification and fabrication are established on a generic basis rather than
on an individual component basis.

The verification of the design qualification and fabrication of components are
captured in the ITAAC as discussed below:

H6(sLCCA W f,
.,

'

Desian Qualification p Gy N 0

Thesafetyclassificationofdstructures, systems,andcomponentsare
described in each system's design description. The functional drawings
identify the boundaries of the ASME Code classification that are
applicable to the safety class. The generic Piping Design ITAAC includes
a verification of the design report to ensure that the appropriate code
design requirements for the system's safety class have been implemented.
The verification of the overall piping design including the effects of
high-energy line breaks is performed in conjunction with the generic
piping design ITAAC. The as-built piping system is required to be
reconciled with the design commitments.

F-2 DRAFT
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Fabrication
1

'

A basic configuration check (system) is required in each individual system
p ITAAC. The configuration check includes an inspection of the welding

@ y quality for all ASME Code Class 1, 2
,

and 3 piping systems. A hydrotest I M C ;is also required h mn syne;; PMbfor ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3i N ' piping system *f to verify thet, h th: ;;re:::: Of fdricetkii the everell/
-1 4 ins system, tne welding and bidiing n W re;.;nt: fer r e"H aa the J Qa#pressure integrityy: been -t J Y3

.

A detailed description of the ITAAC for component design qualification and
fabrication and the bases for determining which material is Tier 1 or Tier 2
are discussed in the following sections.

1. WELDING

General Design Criterion 14 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that '

the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage.
In addition, General Design Criterion 30 requires that components which
are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to the highest quality standards practical.

The integrity of the pressure boundary in the plant will be ensured, in
,

part, through a verification of the welding quality. An inspection is
required to be performed to verify the quality of welding for ASME Code '

1

Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retaining components using appropriate non-
destructive examination (NDE) methods. Verification of welding quality is
performed as a part of ITAAC for the basic configuration check of each
specific system.

is dmWThe scope of welding to be verified by the ITAAC fac hdas ASME Code Class | (g g
1, 2, and 3 pressure-boundary welds. The ASME Code class welds are

j

included in Tier 1 because the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III is referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a. Nuclear power plant
components classified as Quality Groups A, B, and C are required by 10 CFR
50.55a to meet the requirements for ASME Code Classes 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. In each system description, the functional drawing
identifies the boundaries of the ASME Code' classification. The integrity

>

of the pressure boundary is required to be maintained because it is
directly involved in preventing or mitigating an accident or event under

.

the defense-in-depth principle. ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 structural '

welds (e.g., pipe support welds) are not included within the Tier I scope '

because they were deemed to be indirectly involved in preventing or
mitigating an accident or event (e.g., Pipe supports provide protection of
the piping; but, it is the piping itself that is needed for accident
mitigation). Thus, ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 structural welds are
included in the Tier 2 scope.

F-3 DRAFT
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The ITAAC for the basic configuration check requires:

Inspections, including non-destructive examination of the as-
built, pressure-boundary welds ~for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3
components identified in the design description to demonstrate
that the requirements of the ASME Code, Section III for assuring
the quality of pressure-boundary welds are met.

'

binspection of th lass I, 2, and 3 ing act ties y
e a review NDE records o he actual p ormance of the M .

'

apprope te method described in SSA

i

The acceptance criteria for the welds are the ASME Code, Section III weld
iexamination requirements. The specific weld examination requirements for i

a particular ASME Code Class I, 2, and 3 component and weld type are
iconsidered Tier 2 and are tabulated in the SSAR. The specific weld
|

examination requirements are considered Tier 2 because they could change
depending on future revisions to the ASME Code, Section III requirements.

Other welding activities (non-ASME Code) includes:

(I) pressure-boundary welds other than ASME Code, Section III welds,
(2) structural and building steel welds,
(3) electrical cable tray and conduit support welds,
(4) heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning support welds, and
(5) refueling cavity and spent fuel pool liner welds.

|These other types of welding are included in the Tier 2 scope. The SSAR !describes the applicable codes and standards for the other types of
|welding and the weld acceptance criteria. Similar to the ASME Code Class |1,2, and 3 structural welds, the function of these other welds is needed

for protection of safety-related systems, structures, and components but
.

I

are not directly involved (or are redundant) in preventing an accident or
event. Accordingly, these other types of welding were deemed
inappropriate for Tier I scope.

2. HYDROTEST

General Design Criterion 14 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that
the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage. *

In addition, General Design Criterion 30 requires that components which
are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to the highest quality standards practical.

The pressure boundary integrity will be ensured, in part, through a test
verifying the leak-tightness of the ASME Code piping systems. A '

hydrostatic test is specified as a part of the ITAAC for each individual:

piping system.
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The scope of the hydrostatic test for the ITAAC includes ASME Code Class
1, 2, and 3 piping systems. The ASME Code class piping systems have been ,

selected for Tier 1 treatment because the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel j

Code, Section III is referenced in 10 CFR'50:55a Nuclear power plantm
components classified as Quality Groups A, B, and C^are required by 10 CFR
50.55a to meet the requirements for ASME~ Code Class'es 1, 2, and 3,

,

respectively. The ASME Code, Section III requires that a hydrostatic test '

be performed. In each system description, the functional drawing
identifies the boundaries of the ASME Code classification. The integrity
of the pressure boundary is required to be maintained because it is
directly involved in preventing or mitigating an accident or event under
the defense-in-depth principle.

The ITAAC for each piping system contains a certified design commitment
that the ASME Code components of the system retain their pressure boundary
integrity under internal pressures that will be experienced during
service. A hydrostatic test is required to be conducted on those ASME
Code components of the system that are required to be hydrostatically
tested by the ASME Code. The acceptance criteria for the hydrostatic test
will meet the ASME Code, Section III requirements.

3. SAFETY CLASSIFICATION '

General Design Criterion 1 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires that j

structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed, j
fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the
importance of the safety functions to be performed.

To verify the acceptability of the use of quality standards, an inspection
is required to confirm the availability of code-required design
documentation. The documentation review is performed as a part of the
generic Piping Design ITAAC. The design description for each system ,

contains the ASME Code classification for the various portions of the
system.

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code class requirements are verified
ecause the ASME Code,Jection III is referenced in 10 CFR 50 ,

Nucl e ar'powe r pl an t~ component s clEsTfTFaT 1}uah t -A, B, and C
are required by 10 CFR 50.55a peLthe requirements for'ASME Code' Class ;
1. 2, and 3, respectivelyJ. The ASME Code classes allow a Sicierof rules ;

that provide assurarice lif structural integrity and quality commensurate ;
'with the relative importance assigned to the individual items of the

nuclear power pla'nt. The functional drawings in each individual system
design description identifies the ASME Code class boundaries. The use of
other codes and standards (e.g., AISC Steel Construction Manual for

b. .M building structural steel) are considered within the Tier 2 scope, and the ;
,

**NSAR contains descriptions of the applicable codes and standards for these*

other sITETy-related struttures, systems, and components that are not
,

designed to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III. !

i
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The ITAAC in the generic Piping Design provides a certified design
commitment that the piping system is designed to meet its ASME Code Class
requirements. An inspection of ASME Code-required documents will be
conducted to confirm the existence of an ASME Code certified stress
report.

The inspection may involve a review of the as-built documentation and of
the ASME Code certified stress report. The existence of a Code-certified
stress report (also referred to as a design report) provides confidence
that the overall ASME Code design process was followed for that particular
system, and thus, the applicable requirements of the various. ASME Code
classes have been met.

,

|

s
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Desien Description Inspectiosa. Tests. Analyses Accentance Criteria Rationale

CONFIGURATION ITAAC

1. The basic configuration of the 1. Inspections of the as-built system will 1. The as-built System II. A. I
System is as shown on Figure . (Ifa be conducted. conforms with the basic configuration App. B
figure is not used, reference the Section shown in Figure _.
number.) ,

HYDROSTATIC TEST

2. The ASME Code components of the _ 2. A hydrostatic test will be conducted on 2. The results of the hydrostatic test of II. A.2
_, System retain their pressure boundary those code components of the the ASME Code components of the App.B
integrity under internal pressures that will System required to be hydrostatically System conform with the requirements in
be experienced during service. tested by the ASME code.(Note 1) the ASME Code, Section III.(Note 1)

(Note 1: Modify to call out pressure test
for pneumatic /ges and oil systems, if that
is what is ym,mJ; or, pressure test can
be used for all entries since the code will
determine the testing fluid.)

G-1
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Disien Description Lnsoeetion. Tests. Analysis Acceptance Critnia Rationale
'

f,

NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD

3. He pumps have 3. Inspections, tests, and analyses will be 3. De available NPSil exceeds the ll.A.3
sufficient NPSil. performed based upon the as-built system. NPSil required. App. B

De analysis will consider the effects of:~- 1,yQ
- pressure losses for pump inlet piping

,

and components,
* %ese items in the list at right require *- suction from the suppression pool with
system-unique modification. water level at the niinimum value,

*- 50% blockage of pump suction'

,

strainers,
*- design basis fluid temperature (100*C),
*- containment at etniosphenc pressure
*- vendor test results of required NPSil.

.

DIVISIONAL FOWER SUPPLY

4. Class IE loads of the System 4. Testa will be perfonned on the 4. The test signal exists only in the Class ll.A.4
are powered from Class IE Divisions, as System by providing a test signal in only IE Division under test in the App.B
described in Section one Class IE Division at a time. System..

PHYSICAL SEPARATION i

5. Each mischamcel division of the 5. Inspections of the as-built 5. Each mechanical division of the ll. A.5
System (Divisions A, B, C)* is physically System will be performed. System is physically separated from the App.B
separated. other mechanical divisions of the

system by structural and/or fire barriers
'As appropriate for each system. (with the exception of ).

G-2
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Desian Description leasoectiott. Tests. Analysis Astatance Criteria Rationale -

_,

CONTROL ROOM CONFIGURATION

6. Control Room alarms, displays, and/or 6. Inspections will be performed on the 6. Alarms, displays, and/or controls * li.A.6
controls * provided for the System Control Room alarms, displays, and/or exist or can be retrieved in the Control App. B
are defined in Section . contmis* for the System. Room as defined in Section .

*

* Delete any category for which no entries
are included in the Design Description.-

REMOTE SillTTDOWN SYSTEM,

7. Rerrmte Shutdown System (RSS) 7. Inspections will be performed on the 7. Displays and/or controls exist on the ll. A.7
displays and/or controls provided for the RSS dispinya and/or controls for the RSS as defined in Section App.B.

System are defined in Section System.

MOTOR OPERATED VALVES

8. Motor-operated valves (MOV) 8. Opening and/or closing tests of 8. Each MOV opens and/or cloues. The II. A.8
designated in Section _ as having an installed valves will be conducted under following valves open and/or close in the App.B

j active safety-related function open and/or preoperational differential pressure, fluid following time limits upon receipt of the
; close under differential pressure and fluid flow, and temperature conditions. actuating signal:

flow and temperature conditions.

Valve * Time (sec)
,(/ , * Table entries for key valves only; i.e.,
' Ogh %i one or two most important valves in a

_ _ open
system. close

- _ open
close

G-3
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Desien Description Insention. Tests. Analysis Acceptance Criteria Rationale .
,

/

PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED
VALVES

9. The pneumatically operated 9. Tests will be performed on 9. valve (s) closes. II. A.9

valve (s) in the System closes valve (s). App. B
(opens) when either electric power to the
valve actuating solenoid is lost or the
pneumatic pressure to the valve (s) is lost.

CIIECK VALVES

10. Check valves designated in Section 10. Opemng and/or closing tests of 10. Each check valve opens and/or li.A.10
as having an active safety-related installed valves will be conducted under closes. App. B

function will open and/or close under system preoperational pressure, fluid flow,
system pressure and fluid flow conditions. and temperature conditions.

INDEPENDENCE FOR ELECTRICAL
AND IAC SYSTEMS

II. Independence is provided between 11.1. Tests will be perfonned in the 11.1. The test signal exists only in the B.2
Class IE Divisions, and between Class IE System by providing a test signal in only Class IE Division under test in the App. C
Divisions and non-Class IE equipment, in one Class IE Division at a time. System.
the System.

I1.2. Inspection of the as-installed Class 11.2. Physical separation exists between
'

IE Divisions in the System will be Class IE Divisions in the System.
performed. Physical separation exists between Class

IE Divisions and non-Class IE equipment
in the System.

,
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SYSTEM 80+ TABLE 2.4.4-1

SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
Inspections. Tests. Analyses. and AcccDiance Criteria

Desima Conamitment Inspections. Tests. Analyses Acceptance Criteria

1. The Basic Configuration of the safety 1. Inspection of the as-built SIS 1. For the components and equipment
injection system (SIS) is as shown on configuration will be conducted. shown on Figure 2.4.4-1, the as-built
Figure 2.4.4-1. SIS conforms with the Basic

Configuration.

2. Two SIS [mps, in conjunctio 4th the 2.a) Testing to determine SIS flow will be/ 2.a) Each SIS pump has a pump-developed
SIT ave the capacity o deliver performed. Analysis will be performe4 pressure differential of no less than 1600

e t to the reactor v I to cool the to convert the test results from the t 't psid and no more than 2040 psid adhe
ore during design basis events. conditi as to the design conditions. vendor's specified minimum fl te,

and injects no less than 980 gp d no

more than 1232 gpm of borat, water
into the reactor vessel at at ' ospheric
pressure.

1

2.b) Testing will be performed using signals 2.b) The SIS initiates and bepos to deliverj
simulating a safety inj ' tion actuation flow to the reactor vessel within 40
signal (SIAS). seconds following recdpt of a signal

| simulating SIAS, inc)uding emergency

! diesel generator sta'rt time and load
time.'

|<

The pressurized ITs discharge water to |; 2.c) Testing will performed to open the 2.c) j
SIT isolation valves with the SITS the depressurized RCS. |

| pressurizati and the RCS depressurized. i

Analysif will be performed to convert Resistance oefficientKof thedischarge'

theft results from the test conditions line from[e SIT to the reactor vessel is,

to the design conditions. equal t7or between 4.5 to 30 (based on
a cross-sectional area of 0.6827 ft ),2

;

2.4.4 -1- umm
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SYSTEM 80+ TABLE 2.4.4-1 (Continued)

.S_6 FETY INJECTION SYSTEM
Inspections. Tests. Analyses. and Acceptance Criteria

Desian Commitinent Inspections. Tests. Analyses Acceptance Criteria

2. (Continued) 2.d) Inspection of c struction records for 2.d) The volume in - direct vessel
SIS piping vf be conducted. injection line fr the connection for

/ the SIT retury eader to the piping-to-
DVI nozzYweld, is no greater than
27.8 cub [e feet.

/
3. The safety injection can be 3. Testing will be performed h the SITS 3. The SIT vent valves can be med from

depressurized by venting for entry into pressurized and the . iated SIT the MCR and the SIT pre re decreases

while the SIT is being vpted.shutdown cooling. isolation valve shut. ch SIT vent
valve will be opened from the MCR.

4. A flow recircula ' a line from each SIS 4. Testing of SIS w be performed by 4. Minimum flow reci ulation rate meets
pump discharg to the IRWST provides manually aligning 51 flow to the IRWST or exceeds the punsp vendor's minimum

a minimum flew recirculation path. through the minit'num flow recirculation flow requirements'.
line and mamlally starting each SIS /

,(

pump.

least 98/ pump has a flow capacity of at
5. The S pumps can be tested at full flow 5. Testing the SIS will be performed by 5. Each SIS

gpm to the IRWST through theduripg plant operation. manuaji aligning SIS flow to the
IRWp and manually starting each SIS test line.
pump.

6. He ASME Code Section III SIS 6. A pressure test will be conducted on 6. He results of the pressure test of
components shown on Figure 2.4.4-1 those components of the SIS required to ASME Code Section 111 components of

retain their pressure boundary integrity be pressure tested by ASME Code the SIS conform with the pressure
under internal pressures that will be Section III. testing acceptance criteria in ASME
experienced under service. Code Section III.

2.4.4 -2- umm
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SYSTEM 80+ TABLE 2.4.4-1 (Continued)

SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
Inspections. Tests. Analyses. and Acceptance Criteria

Desima Counmitunent Inspections. Tests. Analyses Acceptance Criteria

7.a) Displays of the SIS instrumentation 7.a) Inspection for the existence or 7.a) Displays of the instrumentation shown
shown on Figure 2.4.4-1 exist in the retrievability in the MCR of on Figure 2.4.4-1 exist in the MCR or
MCR or can be retrieved there. instrumentation displays will be can be retrieved there.

performed.

7.b) Controls exist in the MCR to start and 7.b) Testing will be performed using the SIS 7.b) SIS controls in the MCR operate to start
stop the SIS pumps, and to open and controls in the MCR. and stop the SIS pumps and to open and
close those power operated valves close those power operated valves
shown on Figure 2.4.4-1. shown on Figure 2.4.4-1.

7.c) SIS alarms shown on Figure 2.4.4-1 are 7.c) Testing of the SIS alarms shown on 7.c) The SIS alarms shown on Figure 2.4.4-
provided in the MCR. Figure 2.4.4-1 will be performed using I actuate in the MCR in response to 4

Isignals simulating SIS alarm conditions. signals simulating SIS alarm conditions.

8. Water is supplied to each SIS pump at a 8. Testing to measure SIS pump suction 8. 7he calculated available NPSil exceeds
pressure greater than the pump's pressure will be performed. Inspections each SIS pump's required NPSII,
required NPSH. and analyses to determine NPSH

available to each SIS pump will be
performed based on test data and as-
built data.

|9.a) 'Ihe Class IE loads shown on Figure 9.a) Testing on the SIS will be conducted by 9.a) Within the SIS, a test signal exists only
2.4.4-1 are powered from their providing a test signal in only one Class at the equipment powered from the
respective Class IE Division. IE Division at a time. Class 1E Division under test.

|

9.b) Within a Division, one SISymp and 9.b) Testing on the Si ill be conducted by 9.b) Within the SIS, est signal exists only
associated valves and ntrols are providing a te signalin only one Class at the equ' ent powered from the
powered from a diffe t Class IE bus IE bus at time. Class I us under test.
'in the same Class Division than the /
other SIS pu and associated valves
and controls

2.4.4 -3- asim
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SYSTEM 80+ TABLE 2.4.4-1 (Continued)

SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
Inspections. Tests. Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Desima Commitment Inspections. Tests. Analyses AcccDiance Criteria

9.c) Withic a Division, the t hot leg 9.c) Testing on the SIS I be conducted by 9.c) Within the SIS, a st signal exists only
injection isolation valv are powered providing a test si al in only one Class at the equip nt powered from the
from different Class E buses in the IE bus at a tim'e. Class IE b under test.'
same Class IE Division. /

/
9.d) Independence is provided between Class 9.d) Inspection of the as-installed Class iE 9.d) Physical separation exists between Class

IE Divisions, and between Class IE Divisions of the SIS will be performed. IE Divisions in the SIS. Physical
Divisions and non-Class IE equipment, separation exists between Class 1E
in the SIS. Divisions and non-Class IE eqaiptx.t

in the SIS.

10. The two mechanical Divisions of the SIS 10. Inspection of as-built mechanical 10. The two mechanical Divisians of the SIS
are physically separated. Divisions will be performed, are separated by a Divisional wall or a

fire barrier except for components of the
.I-system within containment which are

separated by spatial arrangement or

barriers.

II. Valves with response positions indicated 11. Testing ofloss of motive power to these 11. These valves change position to the
on Figure 2.4.4-1 change position to valves will be performed. position indicated on Figure 2.4.4-1
that indicated on the Figure upon loss of upon loss of motive power.
motive power.

Testing willbe pe/rformed by ;;enerating 12. A signal simulating,81AS starts the SI12. The SIS is automa ' ally initiated by a 12.

safety injectionf ation signal (SIAS). a signal situdfating SIAS. pumps and openyttie SI header isolation
/ valves and fety injection tank (SIT)

isolation Ives. The SIT isolation
valve when open, receive a
co rmatory open signal.

2.4.4 -4- n-si-93
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SYSTEM 80+ TABLE 2AA-1 (Continued)

SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
Inspections. Tests. Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Desima Comunitament Inspections. Tests. Analyses Acceptance Criteria

' '
13. The SIS can be maydally realigned for 13. Testing will be pyrformed with the 13. The SIS injects noje1(s than 980 and no

simultaneous hot ist injection and direct . system manpally aligned for more than 12324pm through each het
vessel injectiondVI). simultaneouSDVI and hot leg injection. leg injectio;/line with the RCS at

[ / atmosphenc pressure.
/

14. Motor operated valves (MOVs) having 14. Testing will be performed to open, or 14. Each MOV having an active safety
an active safety function will open, or close, or open and also close MOVs function opens, or closes, or opens and
will close, or will open and also close, having an active safety function under also closes.
under differential pressure or fluid flow preoperational differential pressure or
conditions and under temperature fluid flow conditions and under
conditions. temperature conditions.

.

15. Check valves shown on Figure 2.4.4-1 15. Testing will be performed to open, or 15. Each check valve shown on Figure
will open, or will close, or will open close, or open and also close check 2.4.4-1 opens, or closes, or opens and y
and also close under system pressure, valves shown on Figure 2.4.4-1 under alsocloses.

l
fluid flow conditions, or temperature system preoperational pressure, fluid j
conditions. flow conditions, or temperature '

conditions.

16.a) Testingwillbepe[ing RCS pressure,r[ned using a signal16.a) The SIT motor-o sted isolation valves16.a) An interlock automa ' ally opens the
SIT motor-operat isolation valves simulating incpas open in respo e to a signal simulating
when RCS pres. e increases above the with the SIT Lolation valves closed. RCS press increasing above the SIT
SIT normal o rating pressure. normal rating pressure.

/
16.b) He interlock prevents closing the SIT 16.b) Testing will be perfo using a signal 16.b) He SIT r-operated isolation valves

motor-operated ' lation valves until simulating decreasin pressure with do n ose winen RCS pressure is
RCS pressur decreases below the the SIT isolatio valves open and aboy he interlock reset point.
interlock res6t point. attempting to c se the valves from the /

/ main control m.
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